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Billy Dale Outland Is
New Principal At MMS
Billy Dale Outland, former principal
at Faxon and Almo Elementary Schools
here, has been named as the new
principal at the Murray Middle School.
The appointment came at a special
meeting Wednesday afternoon of the
Murray Board of Education.
Outland was most recently the Unit
Administrator of the Matthews Unit at
the New Madrid County, Mo., R-1
Enlarged School District, a position he
described as "between a principal and
an assistant superintendent."
Outland, age 40, is a 1955 graduate of
Murray High School. He received his
B.S. degree in general business and
health and physical education from
Murray State University. He received
his master's degree and his specialists
degree in adininistration, also from
Murray State.
He was principal of Faxon
Elementary School from 1967 to 1972,
and principal at Alino Elementary
Billy Dale Outland
School from 1972 to 19'74, when the six
county schools were consolidated into
three new schools.
Prior to those positions, he was head
teacher, principal, and advisor to the
board of education at the Dawson
Springs School District, from 1960-1967.
Outland was also involved in the
Upward Bound project at Murray State
as a math instructor, human potential
group leader and swimming instructor
during the summers of 1970-1974.
Outland is married to the former
Ruth Ann Hyde; they have two
daughters, Susan Frances, age 16, and
Sherida Ann, age 9. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Milton Outland, Route Three,
Murray.
Named among the Outstanding
Young Men of America in 1973, Outland
is a member of Phi Delta Kappa
Professional Fraternity, Kentucky
Education Association, National
Education Association, Murray State
Alumni Association, Dawson Springs
Jaycees, Hopkins County Young
Democrats, Honorary Future Farmer
of America, past-president of the
Calloway County Education
Association, past-president of the
Dawson Springs Education
Association, C.T.A., and M.S.T.A.
Other personnel recommendations
approved by the board Wednesday
included the Headstart staff for the fall
term: Sandra May, director; Ann
Perry and Judy Whitten, teachers;
Shirley Parrish and Ida Perry, aides;
Sharon Barrett, parent-service
coordinator; and Artie Petty, health
coordinator.
Other appointments included Joseph
Lusk, custodian at Murray High; and
Dorothy Merritt, teacher's aide in the
vocational school.
The resignation of Jewell Atchison,
math teacher at Murray High, wea
taken under advisement to see if a
replacement can be found, and will be
considered at the next meeting of the
board.
 411.1111.11.0.1111111111110t
State Plan Could Result In
Higher Student Dropout Rate
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP— There's a'
chance that the state's plan to require
public school pupils to demonstrate
their mastery of the basic skills of
reading, writing and arithmatic could
result in a higher school dropout rate,
several Kentucky educators say.
Kentucky's plan, drafted by the state
Education Department, calls for
administering competence tests to
students four times during their school
year—in the third, fifth, eighth and llth
grades.
"If they don't pass the tests, I doubt
seriously if they would take remedial
work," said Allen Jackson, elementary
principal in the Franklin County school
district.
"That's not the way to help these
students—we can't help them if we lose
them," Jackson told the subcommittee
on education and the arts of the Joint
Interim Committee on Education
Wednesday.
Donald Van Fleet, head of the
Education Department's Office of
Special Programs and Services, said
the state will be working with a major
company to develop a test to measure
mastery of the basic skills.
He said three groups within the
department are working on the
identification of minimal skills, and
inside today
that a task force would be named this
month to make sure whatever we do
will work within local school districts.
"We're concerned about re-
emphasizing the basics," he said.
"We're not looking at it as an
accountability program, but as what we
can do to strengthen the mastery of
basic skills."
The state will initiate a pilot testing
program in September 1978 in school
districts that volunteer to participate.
Van Fleet said 12 districts have asked
to be included in the experiment so far.
He said testing will start with third
graders and higher grades will be
added as the testing is evaluated.
All but five states have established
some sort of competency testing, or are
planning such a program, Van Fleet
said.
However, he noted that state officials
also are concerned about unanswered
questions, such as what happens to
students who don't attain mastery of
basic skills.
E. R. Purdom, superintendent of the
Danville Independent School District,
and Ernest White, superintendent of
Clark County schools, agreed with
Jackson that the tests could result in a
higher dropout rate because pupils
would lack the motivation to continue.
One Section — 18 Pages
The federal bureau of the mint reportedly is considering
eliminating the one-cent coin from the U.S. monetary
system. Editor Gene McCutcheon reflects on this in
today's version of the Editor's Notebook, on Page Five.
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"The tests ignore the basic
philosophy of American
education—that everyone is entitled to
an education," Purdom said.
He suggested that there be several
levels of competency in a given skill
rather than a single standard.
White asked the committee, "What is
the level of achievement we accept for
mastery?"
"If it's 'average', are we prepared to
tell half the public they don't have what
it takes?" he said. "Or if it's less than
average, we may tend to go toward
minimum rather than maximum
education.
"If that happens we head toward
mediocrity of education, which could
cause use, to neglect bright and
motivated students," he said.
Mrs. Allen Holt, an English teacher
at the Frankfort Independent School
District, said she thought the idea of
testing students for mastery of basic
skills is good. However, she said there
is some value in keeping students in
school— where they are learnino
something even if they can't master
basic skills—rather than putting them




WASHINGTON AP) — A nationwide
strike by 700,000 telephone workors
Saturday is almost inevitable, the cftef
union negotiator in contract talks wth
the Bell System said today.
President Glenn E. Watts of
Communications Workers of Arne!
said that bargaining has come
standstill. He said that time Ie.
negotiation!, recessed since Tuesii,-0
is running out.
"I can see no way to avoid a st.
unless there is a dramatic br• - •
through in the next.few hours, whi, -
candidly do not forme," Watts to: '
news conference.
Current contracts with the
System expire at midnight Satur
and the unions involved in
negotiations have threatened a strik,
12:01 a.m. EDT-Sunday.
••••
IMPROVEMENTS CONTINUE AT AIRPORT — An additional ten thousand gallon fuel tank has been installed at the
Murray-Calloway County Airport (Kyle Field). This tank, which will store 80 octane aviation fuel, was acquired for the city
and county through 50 50 matching funds. Labor costs were avoided due to the help of Lowell Outland, the Murray
Water System and the Calloway County CETA Crew employed by Judge Robert 0. Miller. Pictured above is Lowell
Outland who is making Some precision adjustments before the tank covered with dirt.
Photo bv franie S. Gorden
Appointments Made To Local
City-County Airport Board
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller has announced the appointment
of Tommy Walker and Jim Fain to the
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board. They will fill the positions
formerly held by Jim Garrison and Dr.
J. D. Outland. Both Fain and Walker
will serve on,th, 4004 for four year
terms.
Fain, who received his pilot's license
in 1967, is a member of the
Experimental Aircraft Association,
the American Bonanza Society and the
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association.
Fain expressed that he has always
had an interest in flying and is in hopes
of being able to absorb more Calloway
Countians in the aviation program.
He is a member of the Murray
Optimist Club and the Salem Baptist
Church. He and his wife, Patsy, have
two children, Elizabeth and Mitchell.
He is the proprietor of Jim Fain Motors.
Walker became a licensed pilot in
1970 and has since received his
instrument rating. tie is -also expected
to obtain his commercial license at the
end of this month.
Walker said that he was very
enthusiastic regarding his appointment
to the airport board. He said that flying
is one of his major interests and that the
airport is one of the greatest assets in
Calloway County.
He is a member of the Murray
Tommy Walker
Optimist Club, the Temple Hill and
Murray Masonic Lodges and the First
Baptist Church. He is also the
Democratic nominee for the office of
Calloway County Coroner.
He is the co-owner of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home. He is married
to the former Marilyn Wilson and they
are the 'parents of threechIldren, Traci,
Jamie and Leigh.
Other members of the airport board
are Judge Robert 0, Miller, Otis H.
Erwin, Mayor John Scott, C. W. Jones
and Hugh Oakley. There is one
remaining vacancy on the board.
Mayor John Ed Scott and the city
council will appoint a member in the
near future.
Jim Fain
Carter Signing Into Being New
Energy Department On Cabinet
w,
WASHINGTON ( AP ) -- President
Carter, with , flourishing pen and
abundant praise, is signing into being a
Department of Energy, the first new
Cabinet office in 11 years.
It's being born in one of the biggest
government shuffles ever and it raises
the number of Cabinet offices to arm
even dozen.
Carter scheduled a ceremony today
in the Rose Garden at the White House
to sign leg4lation establishing the
department, which absorbs nearly all
of the federal government's energy
programs. They number about 50.
The new department will have 20,000
employes and a budget of $10.6 billion.
declared Tuesday when Congress
approved the new department. He had
asked that Congress create it to
administer his comprehensive energy
puts too much power in the hands of a
single person. Senate leaders plan to
put his expected nomination to a vote
before the end of the week.
program, the details of which are now
before the House. Th program is
• Praising Congress for "giving us t..0
surviving relatively intact. 
e
- tools" To casrry out a national energy
In a major victory for the President,
policy, Schlesinger told the committee
the House refused Wednesday to that dismantling existing energy
remove federal price controls on programs and transferring them to the
natural gas. Carter praised that as "a new agency will be a difficult job. But
courageous action," and Powell told he said the task is already under way.
reporters the President was Carter had asked for the secretary of
"extremely pleased" with Congress. the new department, the first to be
created since the Department of
The Senate energy committee held a Transportation in 1966, to have-broadconfirmation hearing for Schlesinger., powers ter set energy prices. Buteven before Carter formally submitted Congress gave this power to a new f ive-It will be run by James R. Schlesinger, his nomination to head the department.
Schlesinger. who headed- the Defense 
member commission. Its members alsoPresently the President's chief energy 
require confirmationadviser. Department, the CIA and the now-Asked whether Schlesinger will disfunct Atomic Energy ComMission 
As a result of the reorganization,
become an "energy czar," White House under past. Republican adminis- three existing agencies — the Federal
Press Secretary Jody Powell said trations, is expected to be approved Power Commission, the Energy
Carter aides are avoiding those words . — overwhelmingly. Research and Development
start' of the new fiscal year. plauded evert by critics who say the Interior Department will lose most
gp
Schlesinger said he hopes to put the Administration and the.Federa I Energy
department into operation by Oct. 1. the • Schlesingeri's credentials have been Addlinistratio7 - Will be abolished and
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Simons-Konrad Vows
To Be Read Saturday
-1Miss Maran Lee Simons,
daughter of Mr. • and Mks.
Charles Simons, has cofn-
pleted plans for her wedding
to Michael Ernest Konrad,son
of Mr. and Mrs. Hans Konrad
of Calvert City.
The vows will be solemnized
on Saturday,August 6, at 7:30
, in the sanctuari of the
First Presbyterian Church
•-;-•'- FORRESTER GIRL
Dr. and Mrs. Kent
Forrester, 806 Sha-Wa Circle,
Murray are the parents of a
baby girl, Annie Sheppard,
weighing eight pounds seven
measuring 20 inches,
.born on Saturday, July 30, at
12:20 p. m. at the Murray-
r-Calloway County Hospital.
The father is an associate
professor in the English
Department of Murray State
University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. George Forrester of
Escondido, California, and







with the Rev. Fred French
officiating.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Paul
Kamas, organist, and Mrs.
Vernon Shown, vocalist.
Miss Carole Simons, sister
of the bride-elect, has been
chosen at maid of honor. The
bridesmaids will be Miss
Conie Lowry, Memphis, Tn.;
Miss Donna Shuemaker,
Paducah; and Mrs. Sheila
Latimer Dever, Madisonville.
Serving Mr. Konrad as best
man will be his brother, David
Konrad. Groomsmen and
ushers will be Chris Clopton,
Murray; David Reed, Calvert
City; and Chuck Groves,
Calvert City. Candlelighter
will be Danny Konrad, brother
of the groom-elect.
A reception will follow at the
Murray Woman's Club. ,
All friends- and relatives of
the couple are invited to at-
tend the wedding and the
reception.
According to National Geo-
graphic Society, no one knows
the origins of the inhabitants of
Madagascar, the world's fourth
largest island.
by Jean McClure
Pruning hedges is a common gardening task, but if you follow a
few bask rules you will get the best results. You should not cut
back needled evergreens below their last growth. In contrast,
you can prune deciduous and broadleafed evergreens as much
as you like. No matter which kind of hedges you have planted in
your garden, be sure to begin training and shaping them as soon
as they start to grow. It is important to trim a hedge so thai its
sides are vertical or slightly slanted inward toward the top. In this
way, the sun can reach the lower branches as well as the higher
ones.
The key to handling your complete floral and plant needs with
attention to the last detail lies with the professionals at SHIRLEY
FLORIST & GARDEN CENTER, 502 North Fourth Street, 753-8944.
We feature a magnificent selection of fresh, dried and silk
flowers as well as hanging baskets and plants. We are the only
full line and complete florist, garden center and nursery in the
area so feel confident when you do business with SHIRLEY
FLORIST A GARDEN CENTER. Open: Mon.-Sun. 8-5.
HANDY HINT:
A hedge should be kept narrow enough for you to trim the top
with shears.
CARTER SCHOOL Parent-Teacher Association officers for the year 1976-77 were, left
to right, Mary Ann Carter, president Sue Witherington ,,ice-president Ernestine
Garland, secretary; and Joretta Randolph, treasurer.
Carman Couple
Photo by Gerald Carter




A number of courtesies were
extended to Mr. and Mrs. W.
Craig Carman after their June
wedding. Their parents are
Mr. and Mrs. James M.
Barton, Sr., of Fayette, Ala.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Max Griffin
Carman of Murray.
. A prenuptial party was held
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Mason, Shys Hill, Nash-
ville, with Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Stinson, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Pridgen, and Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Richardson co-hosts.
Mrs. Jimmie Snider, Mr.
and Mrs. Christopher Snider,
and Mr. and Mrs. Richard
High entertained in the Club
Room of Hermitage Hill
Apartments, Nashville.
Col. and Mrs. Kemp Den-
ning gave a dinner party at
their home in Gallatin.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Griffin
Carman invited their friends
to their home, 505 South
Eleventh Street, Murray, to
meet Mrs. Craig Carman on
Saturday, July twenty-third,
between the hours of 7:30 to
ten p. m.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Margaret Reeder of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes, Hospital, Paducah.











Walking Tall - 8:15 Nitely
Walking Tall
Part 2- 10:15, Fri., Sun. Tues.
12:15, Thur., Sat., Mon. to Wed.
Walking Tall - 10:15 Thur., Sat.,



























has been awarded a Superior
Achievement Certificate for
the school year 1976-77 based
on the annual report to the
state PTA office.




Co., and Andrew Jackson.
Schools ,ranking standard
were: Panhandle, and Fulton
City,
Mrs. Sandy Cantrell, first
grade teach.er at ,Carter
School, was the recipient of a
$100 In-Service PTA
Scholarship awarded annually
to teachers for the purpose of
attaining additional
University credit. -
Winners in the First District
were: John Autry, Sandy
Cantrell, Haley Lee Hook, Jr.
(Murray Misidlet, Shelby
Quertermous, • and Sherry
Smith.
First District PTA Chapters
to get Charter Renewal Seals
were: Wickliffe-, Murray High,
Fulton City, Lowes, St.
Joseph, Panhandle',
Smithland, Brazelton, Henry
Clay, Paducah City Cl., and
Morgan School.
Mrs. Sandy Cantrell, first
grade teacher at Carter
School, was the recipient of
a $100 PTA scholarship.
Joyful Wakes
Disturb Teen
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My best friend's mother died recently,
and I attended her wake. There were many people there.
Most of them were telling jokes, drinking and laughing as
if they were at a wedding or some kind of celebration.
I thought it was disgusting, and it made me both angry
and sad. When I asked my mother why people behaved
that way at a wake instead of being solemn and serious out
,of respect for the dead, she said, "That's just the way it is.
The only time some people see each other is at weddings or
funerals."
I'm only 1'4, but I think people should save the jokes and
laughter for weddings, not funerals.
What do you think, Abby? If you print this letter, maybe
people would change the shameful way they act at wakes.
JOHN
DEAR JOHN: It's more than 'mere coincidence that the
two words most frequently interchanged by accident (?)
are "wedding" and "funeral." -
It's not the lack of respect for the deceased, it's the
human tendency to make the most of the opportunity to
catch up on old friendships and family ties that accounts
for the partylike atmosphere at most wakes. Add to that
the fact that alcohol tends to break down inhibitions.
Don't be angry or sad, John. Were the deceased able to
express his opinion of the apparent merrymaking at his
own wake, I'll wager he'd be all for it. (I would.)
DEAR ABBY: I would like to voice a complaint against
teenagers in general: A teenager had a transistor radio on
a public bus yesterday, and he just about blasted the whole
busload of passengers off the bus with rock and roll music.
Why don't those teenagers show a little respect for the
rights of others?
IRRITATED
DEAR IRRITATED Why condemn ALL teenagers?
Only one was guilty. The bus driver Ian adult) was
responsible for the comfort of his passengers. Didn't HE
shirk HIS duty?
DEAR ABBY: I am mad, I have to unload on
someone, so here goes
My hustatrnd is self-employed. A year ago he did a job for
a customer who lives in a home much more beautiful than
anything we could ever afford. After a years, we received a
check for this job. The (heck was misplaced (I thought it
was stolen), so I called the lady and asked her to please
stop payment on, it.
I found the check toda‘ flici called the lady back to tell
her I had found the ch ck and to apologize for any
inconvenience I haL'd caceher. She asked me to SEND
HER ONE DOLLAR, as this is what it cost to stop
payment on tjiat check'
After waiting a year fin- ,,ur money, How could anyone be
so miserably cheap?
CLEVELAND
DEAR CLEVELAND For people who are miserably
cheap, it comes naturalk
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have • Lovely Wedding,"
send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long. self-addressed, stamped
1240 envelope.
Coffee Held Vinson Home Scene Coffee
At Home For To Honor Susan Windrum
Future Bride
The home of Mrs. Alma
Tracy was the scene of a
coffee held in honor of Miss
Deborah McMillen, bride-
elect of James Pasco.
Mrs. Alma Tracy, Mrs. Bea
Farrell, Mrs. Jane Fitch, Mrs.
Elizabeth Thomason, and Ms.
Bettye Hunter were the
gracious hostesses for the
special occasion.
The honoree and her
mother, Mrs. Janet McMillen,
were presented with
hostesses' gift corsages of
yellow daisies. The hostesses
also presentect- her with an
electric frying pan as a
wedding gift.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Kathy Pasco at a
beautiful table overlaid with a
white linen cloth and centered
with an arrangement of
summer flowers.
The lovely home of Mrs. C.
D. - Vinson, Jr., 2011
Gatesborough Circle, was- the
scene of a coffee held on
Saturday, July 23, honoring
Miss Susan Windrum, August
13th bride-elect of Timothy
Thurmond.
Greeting the guests in the
receiving line were the
honoree, wearing a navy blue
pant suit with a gift corsage of
pink rose buds; Mrs. Patricia
Windrum, her mother, and
Mrs. Joe Pat Jones, mother of
groom-elect, who were
presented corsages to com-
pliment their attire.
Also in the receiving line
was Mrs. Vinson who
graciously greeted the guests.
Mrs. Vernon C. Nance was the
cohostess for this occasion.
Miss Lori Vaughn and Miss
Cindy Chrisman presided at
the guest register.
The dining room table was
overlaid with an imported
while cloth with rose em-
broidered design and centered
with a silver revere bowl filled
with rose buds in various
shades of pink. Mrs. James
Earl Hamilton designed this
beautiful arrangement.
Mrs. Nance presided at the
silver coffee service which
graced one end of the dining
table. A silver punch bowl of
fruit punch was beautiful at
the other end of the table with
Mrs. Cleburne Adams
presiding.
A variety of gourmet
breads, muffins and delicacies
were served from other silver
appointments.
As a hostess gift, Mrs.
Windrum was presented with
a electric blender.
Approximately 40 persons
called between the hours of
ten a.m. and twelve noon.
Woman's Club Board Holds Meet
Peggy Billington, president
of the Murray Woman's Club,
presided at the meeting of the
Executive Board of the club
held,on Monday, August 1, at
11:30 a. m. in the club house.
"The Ideals of Jesus" was
the title of a special prayer
read by Cecilia Brock, second
vice-president. Reports were
given by Brenda Marquardt
and Dorothy McKenzie,
secretaries, and Helen Kline,
treasurer.
A moment of silent prayer
was held in memory of Ruth
Pasco who served as president
of the Murray Club in 1959-60, •
She died on Wednesday, July
27.
Reports were given by
Nancy Walston, finance
chairman, Sina Richardson,
advisory board, and Desiree
Hosick, parliamentarian.
Mrs. Walston anpounced that
the club has three bicentennial
throws now on sale at a special
price.
Betty. Boston, chairman of
the Home Department, an-
nounced that the department
will be selling cards and gift
wrap. Wilma Beatty, chair-
man of the Theta Department,
said the members will be
assisting in the business
section of the Arthritis Drive.
Announcement was made of
a special meeting for all
general officers, general
committee chairmen, and all
departmental chairmen and
officers to be held on Thur-
sday, August 25, at seven p. m.
at the club house. Plans for the
new club year to begin in




The next meeting of the
Executive. Board will be held
on Tuesday, September 6, at
11:30 a. m. at the club house.
The meeting is changed from
Monday due to the Labor Day
holiday.
, Also present were Bonnie
Jones, first vice-president;







chairman; Julie Smith, Sigma
Chairman. 4
7he Step .eadtier
Open Mon. through Sat. 10-6 • Bet-Air Shopping Center
Except Fri, Open 10-8
MI Soles Final





SALE $2* 3 _$300 _$4°S3
Toddlers - Boys' & Girls'
Shorts - Shirts - Tank Tops
Slacks.. .Reg. 2.89 to 6.50
Girls - Infants & Toddler




Sundresses Reg. Value $12.00$200
Girls 3-14
Dresses
Reg. 12.00 to 32.00
Sportswear
Shorts -Slacks - Tops - Jeans
Reg. 5.50 to 14.00
Boys 4-20




Reg. Value to 12.00
SALE 4°ILS 1 OW
SALE $200 to $500
SALE $500 to $1500
SALE $100i to $500
Back-TR-Sch
Boys & Girls Fall
COATS 10% OFF













Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
DeWayne . Roach were
honored prior to their wedding
with two special events. Mrs.
Roach is the former Eva
Louise Hester.
The women of the Kirksey
Church of Christ honored the
couple with a shower. Ap-
proximately forty-five per-
sons were present or sent
gifts.
A shower was held at the
home of Mrs. Roach's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hester,
with Mrs. Hester and Mrs.
Kenneth Roach, mother of the
groom, as hostesses.
The couple was the recipient
of many gifts. Mrs. Dale
Tucker won the door prize.
Game winners were Mrs.
Jinnie Mae Holland, Miss
Karen Roach, and Miss
Angela Roach. Refreshments
of cake, punch, mints, and
nuts were served to ap-
proximately thirty persons
signing the register book.
Sixty persons sent gifts who
were unable to attend.
PUCKETT GIRL
Valerie Suzette is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Jewell
Puckett of Benton Route
Three for their baby girl,
weighing five pounds four
ounces, measuring 18 inches,
born on Wednesday, July 27,




age 2142. The father is em-
ployed at Murray State
University.
Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Smith and
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Thweatt
of Murray. Paternal grand-
parents are Mrs. Osie Puckett
and the late John Puckett of
Benton Route Three.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Henderson,
Hardin Route One, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Thweatt, Benton
Route Two, Clyde Bell,
Kirksey Route One, and Mrs.
Ruby Puckett, Cedar Crest
Nursing Home, Calvert City.
Great great grandmothers are
Mrs. Cletus Starks and Mrs.
Minnie Thweatt of Marshall
County.
Party Given To Compliment
Bride-Elect, Miss Kay Bazzell
Miss Kay Bazzell, who
swill become the bride of
Richard Travis on August
20, was honored with a
coffee recently at the
Calloway County Public
Library in Murray. Mrs
Bill Rowlett, Miss Jane
Voorhees and Miss Joann
Schroeder served as
hostesses. A cookware set
was presented as a wedding
gift to the couple.
The honoree wore a white
knit dress for the occasion,




Bolin, Mildred Nipp, and




Adams, Gerry Reed, Velva
Maupin, Mary Mott, Nelda
Smith, Diane McCriston,
Carla Allen, Debbie Lee,
Janet Maddingly, Diane
Johnson, * Jenne ' Wise,
Johnny Cannon and Vicky
Weatherford, all of
Murray; Barbara Sirls and
PADUCAH PATIENT
Lela J. Littleton of Murray




James Jarrett of Mtirray
has been Gismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Robyn Ray has been a
patient at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
Edinburgh surgeon Joseph
Bell was the model for A. Con-
an Doyle's famous detective,
Sherlock Holmes, National Geo-
graphic says. Dr. Bell was a
former teacher of Conan Doyle.
&TRUCK
TERRITORY
An 12viSlYs I ()%kit







DON WILLIAMS 2 II 5 PM
GOSPEL NOON IS 3 PM
Coming .
Jerry lee Lewis Aug. 14
Mickey Gilley plus Aug. 21
The Speers Family &
Willie Wynn & The Tenn
Conway Twitty Aug 28
Ray Stevens Sept. 4
NO RRINCNECKS OR REFUNDS.
Betty Miller from Benton,
and Marion Crislip, Louise










By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
In spite of the extreme beet task as I always hate to cut oft
of the past few weeks, flowers a bud. I know it makes the
ARE blooming. I don't dna I plant have much larger
have as many blossoms as Bowers, and if you want a
usual, but because of any specimen, It is the only way to
scarcity, we need taknow how do it
to make them last as long as Magic Lilies, or Lycoris, are
we can when we cut them for PoPPloll oP now -They are also
arrangements. called the Surprise Lily as the
Shrubby plants need to be foliage dies down earlier and.
split before putting in water, suddenly the stalks come up,
so that the stems can absorb
as much water as possible.
Some folks cut flowers in the
evening, but I have found that
they are fresher in the morn-
ing. Perhaps they have
abline-sed the dew or the cool
night air has freshened them.
But they seems to last longer
when I cut them then.
It helps to take a bucket of
fresh water with you and place
a blossom in it as soon as they
are cut. Be sure that no leaves
are left under the water when
you arrange them. They
decompose so quickly and
contaminate the water.
It is better to arrange
flowers as loosely as possible
in a vase, instead of crowding
as they need air around them.
A bit of charcoal in the water
tends to keep it fresh longer.
Then place your container of
flowers out of the sun and
away from a draft and you will
enjoy it several days longer.
It is time to cut back some of
the chrysanthemums and to
disbud them. I never liked that
growing several inches each
night until in a few days there
appears the lovely cluster of
pink or red blossoms. There
are so many interesting bulbs
that are to be planted in the
spring and will bloom in late
summer or early fall.
The tube roses that were
given me by a friend in the
spring, are putting up tall
stalks of fragrant blossoms. I
have not had any for years and
am really enjoying them.
Another fall flower to enjoy
is the Fall Blooming Iris. They
come in most of the colors of
the ordinary iris but bloom in
September and October. I love
them, for it is such an unex-
pected pleasure to find a
cluster of such pretty
blossoms at that time of the
year.
There is also the fall
blooming Crocus that pleases
It' is the unusual and the
unexpected that give added
impetus to a gardeners life,
such as the Poison Ivy I got
into last week as I pulled some
weeds.
West FamiPolds :s





grandchildren of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert West,
of Graves County, met on
Saturday, July 9, at Ken-
tucky Dam Park, for their
annual family reunion.
A basket lunch was en-
joyed by the following: Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Went, of
St Louis, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold West, Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Sircy and Hal West, of
Nashville, Mr. and Mrs.
M.G. Richardson, Murray,
Mr and Mrs. Gene Bogard
and Al Bogard, of Paducah,
Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Dillihay, Miss Martha
Dillihay, Miss Mary Jane
Dillihay, Miss Marilyn
Dillihay, Mrs. Margaret
Shirel and Elizabeth Anne,
all of Drakesboro, Ken-
tucky, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Dillihay and Baker, of
Central City, Kentucky,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul West,
Mr and Mrs. Gary West,
Paul Lynn and Lori Ann, of
Graves County, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Green, Mr. and
Mrs. John Green, Julie and
Jennifer, of Graves County,
Dr. and Ws. James W.
Green, of Erlanger, Ken-
tucky,' Dr. and Mrs.




bers were not able to at-
tend.
Be Held At The Major Home
It began when John DeWitt
Clinton Brown and Mary
Frances (Mollie) Cook were
married on December 25, 1868
in Boydsville, Graves County,
'Kentucky.
On this Saturday, August 6,
their descendants - even to the
fifth generation - will meet in
joyful reunion at the home of a
granddaughter, Marjorie
McElrath Major, and her
husband on N. Twentieth St.
The inspiration for this oc-
casion was the memory of
reunions on "Grandma
Brown's" August birthday
held annually for many years.
Coming will be the Major's
children and grandchildren -
Bob and Jean Major from
Greenwood, Indiana and Ellen
Major Sell with Andrew and
Katie from Lewisburg, West
Virginia.
Attending will be a
daughter-in-law of John D.
and Mollie, Mrs. L. Carl
Brown, her son John Travis
Brown from Mayfield and her
daughter Mary Ruth Brown
Wright who now lives in
Houston.
Granddaughter Barbara
Brown Ernst and husband will
come from Denver. Also
coming will be another
granddaughter, Rosemary
I.assiter Dulaney, and
husband from Lone Oak, and
son, Jimmy and wife.
Others coming are
descendants of siblings of
John D. and Mollie Brown.
They include:
From Mayfield, Mary Lou
Brand, Editha Barber and
daughter Nina and the Bailey
Gores from Murray. From
Nashville, Angolete Hum-
phreys Brown, her daughter
Reba Brown Brown and
husband from Chattanooga
and daughter, Billie Burke
Brown Dollard from Belmont,
California. Also from Nash-
ville, Zulah Brown Ferguson
and Louise Brown Cathcart,
her son Joe and daughter




Lilibeth, and sons, Charley
and Harold. Lavinia Brown
McWherter and sons Bobby
and W.G. will come from
Jackson, Tenn. Gus,sie Brown
Paschall and Patricia from
Cottage Grove. Topping the
list will be the arrival by
private plane of Jennie Marie
Brown Walker, husband Cecil
and son Dick from Charleston,
West Virginia.
Dry cleaning is recommended
in caring for batik. If the
fabric is to be used for
screens, wall hangings or lamp
shades, a coat of clear shellac
may be applied or a protec-











Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St. 753-2571
SHOP FRIDAY 'TM 8 P.M. SRICIITS SHOP FRIDAY 'TH. 8 P.M.
Final Summer Clearance!
** ALL SUMMER FASHIONS **
HOW .11 PHIa
AND LESS!
Dresses, Pantsuits, Sportswear, Shoes,
Swimwear, Jumpsuits, FouRclations, Long





Friday and Saturday! Tables Full Of Bargains'
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olk
Nit CAT E N DAR
Thursday, August 4
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p. rn.
at the lodge hall.
Diabetes Association will
meet at the First Presbyterian
Church at seven p. m.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees are
scheduled to meet at seven p.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a potluck supper at six p.
m. at the center.
land Between the Lakes
activities will include basket
weaving at Empire Farm
from 12:30 to 3:30 p. in., one
dollar preregister fee, era of
iron revisited at Center
Furnace Trail parking lot at
two p. m., and 45 minute ex-
ploration of nature starting at
Center Station at 3:30 p. m.
Thursday, August 4
Lake Area Singles Group, a
new organization for divorced,
widowed or never married
people, will have a picnic at
the Shelter House, Kentucky
Dam Village picnic area, at
six p. m. This will be for
singles and their families.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include creek walk
up Ledbetter Creek, not
recommended for children.
under ten, at hotel front at
10:30 a. m.; ping pong tour-
nament at hotel game room at
1:30 p. m.; macrame, not
recommended for children
under twelve, at hotel
recreation room at 2:30 p. m.;
donkey dodge ball at cam-
pground playground at 3:30 p.
m.; Kenlake games at hotel
front at four p. m.; salty dog
rag lessons at campground
bath house and slide show on
parks at hotel meeting room,
both at seven p. m.; square
dance at campground
bathhouse at 8:30 p. m.
Friday, August 5
Golden Age Club will meet
at 3:30 p. m. at the parking lot,
First United Methodist
Church, Murray to go to Paris
Landing State Park for a
potluck picnic supper at 4:30
p. m. and outdoor concert to
follow.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
m. to three p. m. and fun night
at six p. m. at the cenfer.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include "Fresh
Water Ecology" program at
Center Station at 9:30 a. m.,
and "Night Visual," 142 hour
drive searching for wildlife
starting at Center Station, at
nine p.-m.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include: Kiddie
walk for children 3-7 years in
front of hotel at eleven a. m.
with each to bring a sack
lunch; ice cream eating
contest at hdtel patio room at
1:30 p. m.; macrame in hotel
recreation room at 2:30 p. m.;
scavenger hunt at hotel front
porch at 3:30 p. m.; tennis
lessons at hotel tennis court at
4:30 p. m.; "Night Gallery"
slide program on animals at
seven p. m. and Lakeside
Singers at 8:30 p. m., both at
hotel meeting room.
Saturday, August
Wranglers Riding Club will
have a VIKHA Horse Show
starting at five p. m. at the
club.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include bird walk
at lodge front at seven p. m.;
relay races at campground
playground at 10:30 a. m.;
bead stringing at recreation
room at 1:30 p. m.; critter
hunt at 2:30 p. m. and critter
race at 3:30 p. m. at cam-
pground bath house; Junior
Ranger at campground bath
house at 4:30 p. m.; bingo at
campground amphitheater at
seven p. m.; square dance at
campground bath house at
8:30 p. m.
IITART LOSINGEIGHT TODAY
The hardest parr rir losing werght IS
getting bladed Saw MM. takeh
as directed, can give your will power
that extra push, it May need to start
losing weight today
Begm with lens amazing tiny table!
You'll eat less—turn food into burned-up
energy instead of extra weight as you
follow the Plan
Simple and efteCtryg the SUIT
11,0111X Diet Plan will enabte4au to
lose counds,and inches without getting
nervous—or money tracli Start losing
weight today with Soper 001SW1 anC




Land Between the Lakes
activities will include slide
program on birds at ten a. m.,
slide program on fish at two p.
m., and movie on geese at four
p. m., all at Center Station.
Sunday, August 7
The Rev, and Mrs. Calvin C.
Wilkins will have open house
in celebration of their silver
wedding anniversary from
two to five p. m. at their home






August 6th bride-elect of
James Pasco, was the honoree
at a linen shower held at the
home of Mrs. Jean Etherton.
The gracious hostesses,
Mrs. Jean Etherton and Mrs.
Sharon Anderson, presented
the honoree and her mother,
Mrs. Janet McMillen, with gift
corsages of white daisies.
Games were played with the
winners presenting the prizes
to the honoree, who received
many lovely and useful gifts;
including a beautiful
arrangement of daisies arid
carnations presented to her by
the hostesses.
Refreshments of cake,
punch, mints, nuts, and melon
balls were served.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Christine Melton of




The Rev. R. A. Shaker,
retired Baptist minister, is
now recuperating at his home
on the Lynn Grove Road after
having been dismissed from
the St. Joseph Hospital,
Lexington. The Rev. Slinker
suffered a heart attack
recently.
Eva Louise Hester &
Kenneth D. Roach
Wed, Home Ceremon
Miss Eva Louise Hester and
Kenneth DeWayne Rpach
were married in a beautiful
double ring ceremony on a
lovely June summer evening
at the home of the bride's
parents. Joel Smith, minister
of the Kirksey Church of
Christ, officiated.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hester of
Kirksey, and the grand-
daughter of Mrs. Jinnie Mae
Holland and the late Elvis
Lamb and Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Hester of Benton Route Three.
The groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth W. Roach of
Murray. He is the grandson of
Mrs. Lucy Roach and the late
Ohs Roach of Kirksey, and
Mrs. Jimmie Legtt of
Mayfield and the late Herman
Chapman.
The house was decorated
throughout with baskets of cut
flowers. The candles were
lighted by Keith Allen Roach,
brother of the groom, and
Paul Douglas Hester, brother
of the bride. The color scheme
was light blue and white.
Miss Peggie Marie Hester
and Miss Margaret Hester,'
cousins of the bride, attended
the register table. The wed-
ding was directed by Mrs.
Trudy Smith.
Joel Smith sang "Faithful
and True" as the bride wis
escorted into the room by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents.
Bride's Dress
The bride wore ,a lovely
gown of white silk organza
featuring an empire bodice
with Chantilly lace with a
Queen Ann neckline with seed
pearls. The bell sleeves were
of Chantilly lace. The sheer
full skirt was a double overlay
of silk organza and Chantilly
lace. Her chapel length veil of
illusion was attached to a
headpiece fashioned by the
bride and designed by her
mother.
She carried a bouquet of
daisies, blue carnations, and
baby's breath with blue rid
bons.
Mrs. Kathy Henson, matron
of honor, wore a powder blue
dress with a white carnation
corsage. Her headpiece,
designed by the bride's
mother, was of illusion with
tiny satin blue bows and seed
pearls with lace.
The groom wore a light blue
tuxedo. His boutonniere was of
white carnations, baby's
breath, and blue ribbons.
Kenneth W. Roach, father of
the groom, served as best
man. He also wore a
boutonniere of white car-
nations.
The bride's mother, Mrs.
Hester, wore a street length
powder blue dress. The
groom's mother, Mrs. Roach,
wore a silver gray and pink
street length dress with a
matching scarf. Both had
corsages of white carnations.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held at the
Hester home.
The table was covered with
a white cloth with a five-in-
lace border. From the bride's
table, centered with a floral
arrangement flanked by tall
tapers, guests were served
punch, wedding cake, nuts,
and mints. The cake was white
with blue flowers and between
the tiers were two white
doves. Topping the cake was
the traditional bride and
groom statuette.
Serving the guests_ were
Mrs. Trudy Smith, Miss
Margaret Hester, and Miss
Peggie Marie Hester.
Karen Denise Roach, sister
of the groom, and Martha
Jane Hester, cousin of the
bride, passed out rice bags.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Roach left for a wedding trip
and are now residing on
Kirksey Route One.
One out of 20 persons
has an extra rib, but among
those with spare ribs men
lead women by 3 to 1.
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
'Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) frizA
One of those dais when a snap
decision could turn out sur-
prisingly well — especially if
travel is involved.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) t:SCIr
Whatever your plaits, }(ake
into account new trends and
ideas and, if necessary, change
maneuvers to fit the current




May 22 to June 21) 1141.1.-Nr.
Another good day for Muff-
ching new plans and projects.
Of course, sensible precautions
and complete understanding of
your undertakings will be
important.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) ISO
You may gain a little here,
lose a little there, but the
overall picture is one of ad-
vancement. A stro,ng lunar day
stimulates quick thinking, good
judgment.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) *IZt`g
Emotionalism and tern-
peramentalism could get you
into trouble if not careful. Self-
control needed; also a deter-
mination NOT to try and
dominate others.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%
Keep on your toes now. A
competitive factor of which you
are unaware could be building
up. Watch, too, for some tricky
maneuvering.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
A fine day for artistic, family
and social interests. In all
things, Capitalize on your
general know-how and finesse
to .the hilt.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov.22) rke'V
Tendencies to avoid: in-
decisiveness and an inclination
to accept faulty information
without careful checking.
Otherwise, day should go well.
SAGITTARIUS
I Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 xv440
Some complexities indicated
in work areas, but you can
better straighten them out bSt
working behind the scenes than





FOR FRIDAY, AUGUSTS, 1977
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VW
The methods and tactics you
usually employ may be inef-
fective now, but you can &yin
some clever variants — perhaps
even more result-getting in the
long run.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Branch out to some extent.
Realize your limitations,
however, so you won't
overreach your mark. Some
complexities, otherwise.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
New opportunities for O.'
vancement indicated. Strike
while the iron is hot. Don't let
your occasional tesMency to
underestimate yctur abilities
stand in your wir:Y.
YOU BORN TODAY are one
of the Most versatile of all
Leoites — and that is saying a
lot. You have so many talents
and so much imagination that
you may find it difficult, at first,
to find your proper niche in life.
Once you have found it,
however, there is no limit to the
heights you can attain. You
would make an excellent writer,
a brilliant actor, a dynamic
lawyer or statesman, but can
also shine in the business world
where your organizing and
executive abilities, coupled with
your gifts of leadership,
salesmanship and promotion
would take you to the top in a
most dramatic -way. Traits to
curb: tault-finding,
overaggressiveness and ob-
stinacy: Birthdate of Guy de
Maapassant, French writer;
Alexander 1Cinglake, English
historian; Neil A. Armstrong,
astronaut, first man to walk on
the moon; Robert Taylor, film
star.
Active Jobs May be Heoltiskir
What you-do for a living may have greater kiln-
ence on the health of your heart than what you eat,
says the National Lave Stock and Meat Board.
Studies on various occupational groups in the United
Kingdom found a two-to-four times higher incidence
and greater severity of coronary heart disease in bus
drivers who sit all day than in bus conductors who do
much walking and chmbing. The study revealed that
the eating patterns of the two groups were essential-







*Short & Long Skirts
*Gauchos *Blouses
*Pants & Vests










Multi pieced rabbit fur jacket
' It) In this season's most wanted





Rus woo/ Cat Sate
Saim te 40 A A wsaylos Freceolmapyawreay8,s sAatvBeehrs.
/-4,
PANT COAT
This season's most wanted- striped
combination cloth coot. Styles to
choose front including fur trims and
hoods.
Regular up to 49.99
• BANK AMERICARD
LEATHER COAT
Full length genuine ' leather
COO?. Many styles to choose
from. In this fall's most wanted
colors.
Regular 159.99
• MASTER CHARGE '
KABUKI JACKET LEATHER COAT
This corduroy hooded jacket
comes with a quilted applique
front tie belt-an toggle buttons.
Regular 42.99
*Central Shopping Center. Murrcq sy • OPEN 10109. SUN. 12:30-5 -30 E'
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Senator _
Dee Huddleston
REPORTS TO THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY
Carter Is Doing Well
Much has been written and said about
the so-called conflict between President
Carter and the Congress. From the
amount of coverage given this issue in
the media, you would think the
President and Congress are constantly
at loggerheads,. that we distrust each
other, and that as a result government
is at a stalemate.
However, a careful examination
reveals this simply is not the case.
There were some misunderstandings
and problems during the initial weeks,
but that is inevitable when a new
administration comes to Washington. It
takes time to develop a system of
communication and working
relationships that are compatible both
to the executive and legislative
branches.
But a quick survey of important
legislation before the Congress reveals
a high degree of cooperation on both
sides, resulting in an almost perfect
legislative record for the new
President. This is to the benefit of the
nation as well as the President and
Congress. In faet, the President has not
resorted to a single veto, which is in
stark contrast to previous
administrations.
The President was successful in
securing passage of a multi-billion
Kentucky Closeup
dollar economic stimulus package —
after he compromised and withdrew his
$50 rebate proposal. Congress
compromised on the public works
apprppriation bill, and the President
has pledged to sign it. Congress also
compromised on H. E. W.
appropriation bill, by reducing the
overall spending level, and the
President has pledged to sign this
legislation — as well as the other 12
basic appropriation bills.
Congress will have passed legislation
creating a new Energy Department by
the time this column appears, and the
House of Representatives is well on the
way to completing action on the Carter
energy package. While numerous
changes have been made, the basic
thrust of the legislation is largely
intact, and the Senate is pledged to pass
the bill by October.
Congress and the President have
worked well together on national
defense and foreign policy issues such
as the B-1 bomber decision, the neutron
bomb, and Southern Africa.
I believe the record is a good one. The
Congress has had to make some
compromises, and the President has
too. But the net result has been a rather
smooth operation that is getting better
as both sides get to know each other and
as legislative programs are spelled out.
Its 4 will-14c Hackett
Kentucky's Fair
Sees Many Changes \
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — It looked
like they were boarding Noah's Ark.
Horses, mules, cows, chickens and
collie dogs streamed into the racetrack
for the opening of Kentucky's first
official state fair on Sept. 22, 1902.
Although the day was wet and chilly,
more than 40,000 persons showed up for
the Churchill Downs' program which
featured a head-on collision between
two trains running at 40 miles per hour.
W. B. Nicholls wasn't there — he was
just about three at the time. "I saw my
first fair in 1910 and have missed only
tsli0 since then,' said the former mayor
and police judge of Lawrenceburg.
"In the good old days, you could ride
any attraction on the midway for a
nickel. Now, a nickel just makes a hole
in your pocket."
Nicholls competed in his first State
Fair horse show when he was 11. "I
didn't win but I had a lot of fun. The
family even allowed me to try my hick
at the wheels of fortune."
He said that not all of the
concessionaires "were on the up-and-
up. Sometimes the sample you were
shown was different from the
merchandise.
"I remember this one vendor had an
enormous balloon floating around on a
string. A customer bought one that
wasn't inflated and found it wasn't the
same size. He lit a cigar then touched it
Looking Back
to the balloon that the vendor was
displaying. Pow!"
Nicholls also recalls some of the
history of the Fair itself.
In the early years, the event went to
the highest cash bidder and alternated
between Louisville, Lexington and
Owensboro.
When it came time to select a
permanent home, Louisville won by
offering $110,000 more than Lexington.
"They picked a 150-acre site,
southwest of the city, and put in such
things as a livestock pavilion, a
grandstand and a race track." Nicholls
said. The pavilion seated 3,700 and was
regarded as the largest in the world.
In 1956 the State Fair moved to its
present quarters and Nicholls said the
move brought changes.
You don't see families bringing
their lunch and eating it on he grounds.
The rides are more sophisticated. I
don't believe as many country folks
attend."
Nicholls will be at this year's fair,
working in the horse show office.
"I took the job 16 years ago," he said.
"My family has always shown horses so
it was a natural for me."
What's he do?
"I'm the man who can always find
things that horse show exhibitors need
at the last minute, from horse shoes to
saddles."
10 Years Ago
The Murray City Schools will open
August 28, according to Fred Schultz,
superintendent. Other members of the
general staff are Preston Holland,
assistant superintendent; Eula Mae
Doherty, general supervisor; Prentice
Lassiter, director of pupil personnel;
Mary Louise Baker, lunchroom
supervisor; Ruth Lassiter, finance
officer.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Florence Kennerly.
The Beta Five singing group from
20 Years Ago
Calloway County High School
auditioned for the Ted Mack Amateur
Hour on TV. Members are Shirley
Bazzell, Glenda Cornpton, Cathy
Harris, Carol Eaves, and Carol
Barrow.
The Rev. Jerrel White will be
evangelist for the revival August 7-12 at
the Northside Baptist Church,
according to the pastor, the Rev.
Randolph Allen.
Mrs. Obera Miller was program
leader at the meeting of the WSCS of the
Hazel Methodist Ch,urch.
The Murray City Council voted to
direct Wallace Key, local architect, to
draw plans and specifications for a new
municipal building to cost
approximately $90,000 at the corner of
South Fifth and Poplar Streets. The
present city hall will be sold to the
highest bidder.
The Kentucky Highway Department
has awarded a_ contract for
construction of a bridge over White Oak
Creek on the old Murray-Paris Road for
a cost of $41,255.
Thirty-nine senior 4-H club members
30 Years Ago
The official temperature in Murray
at noon today was 101 degrees.
Deaths reported include Cecil D.
Edmonson, age 29:
Mesdames James Overbey, Vernon
Butterworth, Charles Bucy, Curtis
Hays, Everett Norsworthy, Carl
Lockhart, and Miss Erin Montgomery
of the Calloway County Homemakers
Club, and Rachel Rowland, home •
from Calloway County made an
educational tour through West
Tennessee and West Kentucky
industries on August 1, according to
John Vaughn, assistant county agent.
Also accompanying the members were
S. V. Foy, Barletta Wrather, J.0.
Bedwell, Ernest Madrey, and Verlehe
Ezell.
"We salute 112 year old Ada Beth
McCuist7 who laced first in the blue
gill class of the ior division of the
fishing cOapst !with a five ounce
catch," fro* the column, "Lures to
Catches" by Jim Dumas.
demonstration agent, attended a
meeting to plan lessons on "Clothing
Construction" with state leaders on
July 31.
Births reported include a girl, Linda
Lou, to Mr. and Mrs. Gene Brewer on
July 30. -
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Roberts and
daughter. Betty, have returned froth a
visit with the Rev. and Mrs. L. T.
Daniel of Woodville, Texas.
Opinion Page
BN WI .4 tarristt
She Got Her Wish:
An Ambulance Ride
Bob and Mary Moyer were in town
the other day. They now live in Austin,
Tex., where Bob, a former manager of
the Tappan plant here, now manages a
Best store, a large merchandise
distributing center, and he loves it.
When someone asked Mary if they
were ever coming back to Murray, she
quipped, "Oh, yes! We've got a plot out —
here in the Murray cemetery!"
"Aw, I didn't mean that," her friend
exclaimed. "I meant were you coming
back to live here someday."
"Well, we certainly hope so," Mary
replied, seriously this time. •"rhat's
what we have planned."
From there the conversation swung
to Mary's quick wit and great sense of
humor. She's always coming up with
some clever comment. You should have
heard some of the remarks she used to
make about my bridge playing ability. I
could have almost sued her.
+++++
"Yes," she said, laughing, "but
sometimes you have to be careful what
you say like that. You never know when
it might come home to roost."
For example, she recalled the time
when she went home from the hospital
following the birth of their daughter,
Marilyn. About a year earlier, she had
jokingly remarked in a conversation
with Ronald Churchill that one of her
greatest ambitions was to get a ride
through town in an ambulance with its
red lights flashing and its siren going
full blast.
Then Marilyn, who now lives in
California, was born at the local
hospital.
A few days later, Mary and the baby
were ready to go home. In those days,
however, it was the practice to take the
new mother and baby home in an
ambulance. Nowadays, they
practically make them walk.
Anyway, Bob called Ronald and
.arranged for an ambulance to pick up
Mary and the baby and to take them
home. Ronald showed up on schedule
and soon had the two loaded and tucked
in.
+++++
"Now you go on home, Bob," Ronald
said. "We'll see you there in a few
minutes." And away Bob went toward
their home to be sure to be there when
they arrived.
Instead of driving directly to thr
Moyer home, though, Ronald.
remembering Mary's expressed desirr
to go through town in an ambulance
with its red lights flashing and the sirer
screaming, set out to fulfill that
ambition for her beyond her fondest
dreams.
Up Poplar they went — red lights
flashing, siren screaming and cars
scattering before them like flushed
quail — around the courthouse, out
Main and through the Murray State
campus before stopping at The Hut for
a Coke before joining a worried and
anxious Bob at home: He could hear
them all the time, but he didn't know
where they were.
"When you make a remark like that
in front of Ronald Churchill," Mary
laughed, recalling the experience, -you
had better be prepared to accept tht
consequences, because he's got a mind
like a steel trap. I don't believe he has
ever forgotten anything."
+++++
Being a college town, Murray, in 3
way, is much like an Army base. New
people constantly are moving in, and
good friends keep moving on.
Another of my good friends, RileY
Venz,a, and his family soon will be
moving to Houston, Tex., where he v.
be a professor of history and director of
the 'newly-created International
Institute at the University of St
Thomas, an institution of some CIO
students'.
Riley came to Murray State 11 years
ago fresh from receiving his doctoral
degree at Vanderbilt University In
Nashville. For five years, he was.
chairman of the Department of History
relinquishing that position two years
ago to return to teaching full time.
At St. Thomas, where he has been
teaching history this summer. Rilev
will have the responsibility of setting up
the academic program for a new
Department of International Studies.
His work is expected to involve
international travel, study abroad and
providing special, helpful services for
the international business community
in Houston. He also will set up an oral
--history program " dealing with
international personalities.
So, he, Lynda and their three boys —
Thomas, 10, Jimmie, 7, and Luca, —
soon will be heading for Houston, a new
home, new experiences and a new era
in their lives.
We _regret to see the Venzas leave
Murray, but we wish them well as they
go.




M Lfdger 4* Times Editor
"A Penny for your thoughts."
"Penny wise and pound foolish."
"A penny well sav'd is as good as one
earned."
0+0
Expressions such as these may be
doomed only to memories for future
generations if. the federal Bureau of the
Mint has its way.
The mint is reportedly considering
eliminating the penny because it feels
the coin has become increasingly
Unpractical and too costly too make.
Jim Parker, a bureau sopkesman, said
the penny costs the mint three-fourths
of a cent to make and by 1980 might cost
more to make than it's worth.
We'll admit that it's been a while
since the penny candy store lived up to
its name but we think the penny still has
some usefulness and wonder if the
move to eliminate the one-cent coin
may not be a plot among government
officials to extract even more taxes out
of the already over-burdened average
citizen.
We are refering primarily to the sales
tax. The majority of the states of our
nation now collect taxes on retail sales
ranging from 21/2 per cent to 61/2 per
cent.
If the penny is eliminated, how will
the tax be paid, or better yet, how will
the cashier make change on a $6.27
purchase including tax).
The reason we think there may be
collusion between the federal, state ind
local governments in the move to
eliminate the penny is that we wonder
what will be in store for the sales tax
system if the penny is eliminated.
If the penny is eliminated, for
instance, will state legislatures change
the tax regulations so that sales taxes
are based on nickels instead of pennies?
Will all states that collect sales taxes
automatically be forced to base their
sales taxes on the five-cent coin,
rounding off the tax to the next higher
sum divisible by five?
Will merchants be forced to price all
their wares in a like manner, so that
having to make change with pennies
can be avoided? If that happens, the
day of the 99 cent special will be lost
forever in favor of the $1 special.
We tend to agree with Parker, the
bureau spokesman, who admits it's a
very touchy subject.
"It's a coin that has been with us
forever. (The first penny was minted in
1783.) Kids learn how to save through
pennies," he said
0+0
A word of thanks to the National
Association of Realtors and the Murray
Board of Realtors, who recently sent
us, and hundreds of other newspaper
editors throughout the country, a copy
of the 1977 edition of Webster's New
Collegiate Dictionary.
A dictionary is as important in our
business as a typewriter and our new
copy is a welcome replacement for the
battered edition we've been using at our
desk for quite some time.
Of course the Realtors had a motive
in sending the dictionaries which they
readily admit in the letter
accompanying the dictionary: "to call
attention to the special meaning of the
. term Realtors."
The term Realtor is sometimes used
Inaccurately as a synonym for real
estate broker. The fact is that Realtor is
a federally registered mark which
identifies the members of the National
Association of Realtors. Only Wise who
belong to the association should be
identified as Realtors.
Mental Health Board Policies Explained
Dear Editor:
In a recent publication, the
Department For Human Resources
recently published a Philosophy
Statement. The Western Kentucky
Regional Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, Inc., which has the
responsibility for the development and
implementation of all mental health,
mental retardation and substance
abuse services for the Jackson
Purchase counties, wishes, as part of
its community education, to share the
essence of the Secretary's philosophy
statement. In the statement, the
Department re-affirmed its
committment to the delivery of Mental
Health Services to the citizens of the
Commonwealth. The services are to be
delivered to the citizens of the
Commonwealth in a setting that is as
close to the communities in which they
live and wqrk at is feasible and
reasonably cost effective. The
Department further re-affirmed its
committment to a concept of
community based mental health
delivery systems.
The Secretary reviewed the
Department's past ten years'
involvement in providing services to
the Commonwealth. During this time,
mental health centers have shifted
from the previous institutional care
model of mental health services to one
in which regional mental health centers
have become the local entry point for a
service delivery system.
Historically, money has been
plentiful and the needs of Kentuckians
have been great. Because of the
flexibility built into the Center concept,
the Secretary noted, Center have been
free to design programs to meet
regional needs. As a result. Centers and
their programs have mushroomed. But,
according to the statement, federal
funding has diminished in the last two
years and Centers have found it
increasingly difficult to support their
wide-ranged programs. The need for
careful examination of Center
programs and their continuing role in
the provision of service to Kentuckians
has never been more crucial.
The Secretary further stated that this
year, a majority of federal staffing
grants in mental health centers will
have expired. He added that there is no
way that the Department can hope to
replace on a dollar-for-dollar basis the
Hea
federal dollars that are being lost to
center programs. As a result, the
DePart,rnent and Regional Mental
must carefully examine and plan the
continued delivery of mental heaith
Services
th-Mental Retardation Boards. 
In recognizing its.inability to carry its
responsibility in this process, the
Secretary has created a Community
Mental Health Coordinating Committee
which represents all elements of the
Department rxlating to Center
prop:anis. The Committee is charged
with reviewing the plans and budgets of
each Center to insure that they are
• aPPropriate, that they represent a
balanced taidget, and tliat they
represent a core of services designed to
meet the essential needs of the
residents of each area. Secondly,
Governor -Carroll has created within
the Bureau a Division for Mental
Health and Mental Retardation
7Servicealch As designed to pull
together the Department's plan as it
relates to these vital service delivery
needs. This is designed to insure that
- the tremendous gains made in
decreasing mental hospital populations
is not reversed.
According to the Secretary, it is now
essential for the Department and
Community Mental Health Centers to
set priorities, assess the needs of the
service area, and allocate all available
resources to meet those needs having
highest priority. The Secretary has also
charged Regional Boards with
increased accountability for assessing
the services provided by their
respective Centers and for maintaining
acceptable standards within these
services. Boards must now make
decisions to insure that their staff will
not continue programs that force
Centers to exceed their total available
resources.
The Secretary asked that Regional
Boards accept their responsibility for
increased oversight and intervention in
the operation of the Centers in such a.
manner as to insure that Centers
operate in accordance with generally
acceptable standards in accordance
with the plan and budget approved by
the Department as well as the terms of
contracts issued by the Department
pursuant to the plan and budget.
The Secretary urged all Boards to
operate in an air of openness and in a
manner responsive to the communities
being served. He asked that all
programs be fully understood by the
general public.
- In return, the Secretary pledged that
the Department will be more
accountable in reviewing the plans and
budgets submitted by the Centers and
will issue a contract authorizing the
Center's operation of the programs
contained in the plan and budget. Thi4
contract will set forth the funding levels
from various Department sources that
the Center can expect to be available in
support of those services.
Secondly, the Secretary stated that
Boards should expect a yearly,
comprehensive evaluation of the
quality and acceptability of its various
operations. The Secretary further
stated that Regional Boards may
expect that the Department will make
the agreed upon funds available in an
expedient manner as outlined in the
contract between the Department and
the Board.
In reviewing the Secretary's
statement that the State cannot
supplant resources, the Regional
Board re-affirmed its commitment to
the deliry of services and is
encouraged and reassured by the
State's plan to give contractural
assurances with respect to the financial
support. The Board welcomes scrutiny
and accountability from any and all
concerned public sources and is fully
available for accountability to citizens
as well as State, Federal and local
agencies that provide Center funds.
It is to be recognized in the
Secretary's letter that, by the
unliklihood of the Department for
Human Resources or any other State
agency being able to supplant the
diminishing federal financial sources
on a dollar-for-dollar_ basis, it has, by
direct implication, the meaning that
local communities will increasingly
need to become larger contributors to
the support of its mental health
services.
The Board appreciates its present
areas of local support in the form of
Mental Health taxes in the three local
counties of McCracken, Fulton and
Graves counties, individual
contributions, as well as fiscal court
contributions of other counties.
Rev. Fred French, Chairman
Western Ky. Regional Mental
Health and Mental Retardation
Board, Incorporated
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, August 4, the
216th day of 1977. There are 149 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1914, Britain declared
war on Gemiany at the beginning of
World War One.
On this date:
In 1790, a U.S. naval force which later
became the Coast Guard was formecl.
In 1805, the United States concluded a
peace treaty with Tripoli.
In 1892, Lizzie Borden was arrested in
Fall River, Mass., for the hatchet
murders of her father and stepmother
Bible Thought
And all the earth sought to Solomon,
to hear his wisdom, which God has put
in his heart. I Kings 10:24.
Wisdom is a gift of God. When used
wisely, wisdom is a blessing for all.
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UP NIGH — Gooch Rick Fisher, age assistan( et Murree High, drills ties Tigers igg practice as
they ere speadhgg this week workless out ie shorts. Next week, the Tigers merest. full gear and
will he going deal, seuions.
(Staff notes by Ms Imes)
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The New York Yankees
were sitting quietly on the
bench. They were not at each
others' throats. There were no
signs of turmoil.
Our bench was like
second grade schoolroom,"
says a member of the team.
"If you talked, you only talked
baseball. The manager
maintained discipline like we
were in the second grade and
had our hands clasped behind
our backs."
Obviously this description
does not fit the 1977 New York
Yankees' "Murdurer's Row."
Rather it is pitcher Waite
Hoyt's recollection of the 1927
Yankees' "Murderer's Row,"
the team that featured such
stars as Babe Ruth and Lou
Gehrig, won the American
League pennant by 19 games
and the World Series over
Pittsburgh in four straight.
"I won't compare eras. It's
just not valid," said Hoyt, the
ace right-hander for the
Yankee team of 50 years ago.
"But we had one of those
teams that always found a
way to beat you. When we had
to do something, we did it."
No team in baseball history
is more renowned for its
offensive clout than the 1927
Yankees. They led the AL in
every major offensive
category except doubles and
steals. Overlooked in the
• parade of runs was the
Yankee pitching staff's
collective earned run average
of 3.20, the best in the league.
Hoyt was 22-7, Urban
Shocker 18-6, Wiley Moore 19-
7, Herb Pennock 19-8, Dutch
Ruether 13-6 and George
Pipgras 10-3 for a combined
101-37.
"People say it was easy
pitching for that club," said
the 77-year-old Hoyt by
telephone from his home in
Cincinnati. "But it wasn't. We
didn't score 10 runs in the first
inning of many games."
The fans, however, didn't
pour into ballparks across
America to see pitching duels.
They wanted to see the the
powerful pinstripes,
particularly Ruth and Gehrig
who were engaging in their
personal home run derby.
Ruth ended up with a record-
breaking 60 homers.- Gehrig
finished with 47. Tony Lazzeri,
the No. 3 man in the league,
had 18.
-There was a kind of rivalry
between the two, but they
didn't talk about it at all," said
Hoyt. "I can't recall them
making a big deal about the 60
home runs. Ruth had hit 59
homers before, so it wasn't
really that big a deal. It never
was like (Roger) Mans.
-One day, Babe did say,
.Anyone want to bet me I don't
hit one out?' Lazzeri bet him
$5 or $10, and he did hit one
out. People don't realize that it
wasn't easy hitting homers in
right field at Yankee Stadium
then. The right field porch
wasn't there, and right field
sloped uphill.
"Ruth cleared, the bases
ahead of Gehrig 60 times, but
Gehrig still managed to lead
the league in runs batted in."
Gehrig knocked in 175 runs,
batting .373.
But Ruth, of course, was the
real crowd pleaser. A giant of
a man on and off the field,
Ruth was 'major league
baseball for that era, the
Roaring Twenties.
He was the leader on the
field," Hoyt said. "None of us
was jealous of Ruth. We
looked up to him. We knew he
had a great deal to do with our
success.
"Ruth was profane and
immoral, but he had soul. And
in the area of humanities, the
guy did more for his fellow
human beings than any other
player."
Grid Clinic For Prep
Coaches Set For MSU
A one-day football clinic v411 be conducted by the Murray
State University coaching staff for area high school coaches
Sunday, August 14.
The conference will be held in Stewart Stadium and will
begin at 2p. m. Tuition will be free.
The first session will be a field demonstration by the
coaching staff of physical testing of pre-practice conditioning
programs.
The Murray State trainer, Tom Simmons, will conduct a
session at 3 p. m. on "What Do Physical Exams Tell You"
and "Affects of Esive Heat and Heat Exhaustion."
Dr Bill PresssiWof the Murray State physical education
department and James Overby, the Murray State attorney,
will hold a sessibn on -High School Coaches Liability in
Athletics and Physical Education" at (p. m.
The clinic will conclude with a buffet dinner at 5p. m. in the
Racer Room of Stewart Stadium.
Bill Furgerson, Murray State head football coach, is direc-
tor of the clinic.
•
snorts
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Summer Has Been Return To




(AP) — The summer months
have been a return to reality
for Bruce Lietzke.
"I was confident that I could
play, that eventually I would
succeed in pro golf," the
articulate Lietzke said before
teeing off today in the first
round of the $210,000 Sammy
Davis Jr.-Greater Hartford
Open Golf Tournament.
"But I. certainly didn't
expect it to happen so soon. I
didn't expect all those things
that happened early in the
year. I expected to make a
more gradual climb.
"Of course, it was welcome.
I enjoyed it. Sometimes it
almost seems as if it wasn't
real, like it was a dream.
"But now, I guess, I'm
paying the price for .it. I hope
I'm wrong, but it seems I used
up all my good play, all my
luck :early in the season.
"I've kind of come back to
reality now."
Lietzke, 26, a second-year
man, was the sensation of the
early season. He won twice
and finished-second twice. His
cross-handed putting style put
him on top of the money-
wihning list for a while, but
he's since drifted back to third
behind Tom Watson and Jack
Nicklaus, both absent in this
event that is being played
immediately before the PGA
national championship.
"With the start I had, it was
difficult not to relax, figure I'd
already done more for the
year than I'd expected to do,"
Lietzke said. "It's difficult to
come back from an attitude
like that. I think that was part
of my problem.
"I have played well a few
times recently, however. Now
it seems to be just a matter of
keeping it going for four
rounds."
As the year's only multiple-
winner in the 156 man field,
Lietzke ranked as a prime
corltender in the chase for a
$42,000 first prize over the
6,598-yard, par-71 Wethers-
field Country Club course.
Other major standouts
included defending titleholder
Rik Massengale, U.S. Open
champ Hubert Green, PGA
champion and former
Hartford winner Dave
Stockton,' Al Geiberger and
Lee Trevino.
Also on hand were 1977 tour
title-winners Andy Bean, Gary
Koch, Jim Simons and Jerry




John Walker of New Zealand,
the Olympic 1,500-meter
champion, recorded the
second-best time this year for
the distance at an
international track and field
meet.
Walker clocked three
minutes, 34.31 seconds, just
outside the season's previous





















6 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily
Breakfast
99c Special
with hot homemade Blueberry Muffins
Fri. - Aug. 5
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Mel Purcell has reached the quarterfinals of the National
Championships in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
Playing for the second time in a week against Blame
Willehborg of Miami Shores, Fla., Purcell won for the second
time in split sets.
In the first set, Purcell Came out blazing and Willenborg
never knew what hit him as Purcell crushed Willenborg 6-0,
in 10 minutes. Then in the second set, Purcell played quite
poorly and lost 5-7.
But in the third set, taking just over 15 minutes, Purcell
again crushed Willenborg 6-1 to take the match. Purcell was
seeded eighth in the tourney, Willenborg 13th.
Last week at the Western Open in Springfield, Ohio, Pur-
cell was ranked 10th and upset the sixth-seeded Willenborg
enroute to a second-place finish.
Purcell is expected to lose today, if his quarterfinal match
against Robert Van't Hoff of Downey, California, is played.
Rain has been falling for much of the morning in Kalamazoo.
If the match is played, the semifinals will not be played un-
til Saturday. If the match is rained out today, then the quar-
ters will be played Friday, the semis Saturday and the cham-
pionship match Sunday.
Thus far in the tourney, there have been 77 split set mat-
ches. Purcell's match against Willenborg was the first split
set match for the Murray High graduate.
However, Van't Hoff has played two consecutive split set
matches. In his round of 16 match Wednesday, he had to
struggle to win over 16th-seeded Matt Horwitch of Highland
Park, Illinois, 6-7, 7-5 and 6-3.
Van't Hoff is a slow starter and if Purcell can win the first
set and get out in front early in the second set, there is a chan-
ce for an upset.
Van't Hoff reached the quarterfinals back in June at the
Wimbledon Junior Division. In addition, he has also reached
as far as the quarterfinals in both the French and Italian
Junior Opens.
He has spent most of the summer playing in the Netherlan-
-.dis and his match against Purcell will be the first in the
United States this summer for Van't Hoff.
Purcell, who has spent the summer playing on the United
States Junior Davis Cup Team and has not been home but for
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Truck And Diesel Shop
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SNOW 'ON NOW STAN - Laker football cinch Stem Oetleed.shows his players how a run-
;ameba& Is sepposed te spin off defender mod keep the Immo op high to break tackles, The
Laker' have been in plastics for the pest week end a WM.
Stiff Photos int Mik• Ireeloo
Billy Newsome Traded Again,
Goes To Bills For Draft Pick
By The Associated Press
When Billy Newsome came
to the Jets from New Orleans,
he thought he had found a
home in New York. But the
Jets neglected to tell him that
Buffalo is also located in the
Empire State.
The Jets, who acquired
Newsome from the Saints for
a firstrourid draft pick in 1975,
traded the 6-foot-5 defensive
end to the Buffalo Bills




drafted by Baltimore in 1970
and played on the Colts' Super
Bowl championship team the
following year, missed 12
games last season because of
an injured knee.
While the Bills may be
happy over the acquisition of
Newsome, worries surfaced
over the condition of O.J.
Simpson.
The star running back
missed practice to keep an
appointment with an eye
specialist. The former
University of Southern Cal
star has experienced
"occasional blurred vision in
his left eye" since being hit
above the eye in a game last
season.
The physican who examined
Simpson refused to comment
on the halfback's condition
until he evaluates tests.
Oakland Raider safety
George Atkinson, who
recently lost a libel suit
against Pittsburgh Steelers
Coach Chuck Noll, said that
New England Patriot tight end
Russ Francis "has a problem
of mouthing off."
Francis, whose nose was
broken by Atkinson in a
playoff game last winter,
stated in a recently-published
End Of The Summer Sale
50%&60% OFF
401j7.044+0





The equity in your house
Is like money in your
Equity is the difference between how
much your home is worth, and what you
owe on it.
It's a valuable asset you can use to
back a really big loan. For whatever you
have in mind.
Real estate values are up, up, up.
So the house you bought just a few
years ago probably would sell for a lot -
more than you paid.
Which means your equity is bigger.
And the bigger your equity, the more
you can borrow in a large real-estate loan.
fight here. Right now.
Maybe the money you're looking for
is already in the house.










$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,61 2.18 17.80%
$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 6,424.60 18.80%
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$7,600 $189.41 60 $10,164.60 12.88%
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By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
Boston 60 43 .583 -
Balt 61 44 .581 -
N York 59 47 .557 21/2
Detroit 46 56 .451 13192
Cleve 46 57 .447 14
Milwkee 47 60 .439 15
Toronto 36 67 .350 24
West
Chicago 62 41 .602
Minn 62 46 .574 21/2
K.C. 57 45 .559 412
Texas 57 45 .559 41/2
Calif 49 54 .476 13
Seattle 46 63 .422 19
Oakland 42 62 .404 20,1
Wednesday's Results
Kansas City 7, Toronto 4
Texas 12, Chicago 10, 12 in-
nings
Milwaukee 7, Cleveland 4
Minnesota 11, Detroit 1
Boston 12, Seattle 4
Baltimore 8, Oakland 6, 10 in-
nings
California 5, New York 3
Thursday's Games
Texas ( Blyleven 10-9 ) at Chi-
cago (Stone 10-7), (r)
Detroit Rozema 10-4) at Min-
nesota (Redfern 4-41, (n)
Toronto (Jefferson 6-101 at
Kansas City (Leonard 10-9 ), in
Boston (Jenkins 7-7) at Oak-
land (Blue 10-12), ( n )
Only games scheduled
interview that "I don't believe
in revenge, but I do believe in
getting even. I won't get him
the way he got me - with a
cheap shot - I'll get him the
right way, and when I do, I'm
going to blast him."
Wins Award
COLUMBUS, Ga. (AP) -
Scott Simpson of the
University of . Southern
California has been named
recipient of the Fred Haskins
award for outstanding
performance by a collegiate
golfer, it was announced
Wednesday.
flunnerup to Simpson, who
won the National Collegiate
Athletic Association golf title
in 1976 and 1977, was Lindy
Miller of Oklahoma State.
The award is named after
Haskins, a native of Hoylake,
England, who settled in
Columbus and worked with
junior golfers.
Calvin Murphy Hoping To Win
National Baton Twirling 'Title
DENVER ( AP( - Veteran
Houston Rockets basketball
standout Calvin Murphy is
shooting to be the best male
baton twirler in the country.
Yup, baton twirler.
The- 5-foot-10, 165-pound




Murphy won the Texas men's
championship this year after
staying out of twirling
competition since he was a
teen-ager.
"Baton twirling is the much
harder sport," the eight-year
National Basketball
Association veteran says.
"Concentration is the key
word in twirling and you have
to be a more complete
athlete."
The Denver tournament will
toe the last hurrah in Murphy's
baton twirling career, the 29-
year-old athlete said. And he'd
like to win the national
championship before he
retires.
Murphy said he got into
twirling as a Connecticut five-
year-old who didn't have
much choice.
"I was bullied into it," he
said with a grin. "If I had to
think about starting it today, I
wouldn't do it. Or if I had been
10 years old I would have
ignored it.. All six of my
mother's sisters were twirlers
and they thought it was the
thing for me to do."
He competed in three state
age-group • championships,
twirled the baton for the band
in junior and senior high
schools and once performed at
halftime for the Buffalo Bills
in the National Football
League.
But isn't baton twirling just
for sissies?
"There was some teasing
when I was in junior high, but
I wasn't bothered much
because they knew I would
punch thew out. I had a
reputation of handling myself
pretty well."
In high school he let his
basketball prowess silence
any harasinient.
"One time a new guy in town
was asking who the sissy was
out there in the white
uniform," Murphy recalled.
"He played basketball for
another school and the next
time I saw him I scored 45
points against him."
Murphy, who has averaged
more than 15 points a game in
each of his eight NBA seasons,
says he occasionally gets
razzed by his Rocket
teammates.
"The other guys do things
like marching by my
locker with brooms for batons
.. things like that," 'he said.
"I have fought that image
for 24 years of my life," he
said.
Although he plans to quit
baton competition after this
year, Murphy said he will
continue operating his
twirling school in Houston.
And he's got his eye on even
another pastime.
"I want to get into roller
skating," he said. "I'm a
skating fool, but I haven't
taken any lessons."
To Be Named Coach
ST. LOUTS (AP) -Former
National Hockey League
defenseman Leo Boivin is
expected to be named coach of
the St. Louis Blues during a
news conference scheduled for
today, a published report
says.
Boivin, 45, coached the
Blues to a 17-13-9 record at the
finish of the 1976 season before
being succeeded by Emile
Francis. Francis became
executive vice president in
addition to coach and general
manager last year.
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National League
East
W L Pct. GB
Chicago 61 43 .587
Phila 60 44 .577 I
Pitts 60 46 .566 2
S Louis 59 48 .551 31/2
Montreal 50 55 .476 111/2
N York 45 59 .433 16
West
Los Ang 67 40 .626
Cinci 53 52 .505 13 .
Houston 50 58 .463 171/2
S Fran 48 60 .444 191/2
S Diego 46 63 .422 22
Atlanta 37 68 .352 29
Wednesday's Results
New York 4, Los Angeles
14 innings
Montreal 4, San Francisco 2
Philadelphia 8, San Diego 1
St. Louis 5, Atlanta 1
Cincinnati 5, Chicago 3, 10 in-
nings
Houston 3, Pittsburgh 0
Thursday's Games
San Diego (Freisleben 4-5 at
Philadelphia I Christenson9-51
Montreal ( Bahnsen 6-4 at At''
lanta (Solomon 1-1), In
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
San Diego at Chicago
Pittsburgh at Cincinnat 2.
(t-n(
Montreal at Atlanta, ( n I
San Francisco at New York,
(n(
Los Angeles at Philadelilti.
( n)
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A FIRST — Stan Outland hands out the goer to a prospective football player at CaDoway Coun-
ty High School. The takers, who will start their new venture in football with a jayvee and fresh-
man team this fall, will be playing a varsity schedule in the 1979-80 season.
Twins, Rangers Remain Hot,
Red Sox, Orioles Share Lead
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Next time, Fernando Arroyo
!night think twice before
trusting his intuition,
"I felt good warming up and
felt like I would have a good -
game," said the Detroit
pitcher.
But Arroyo lasted only five
batters Wednesday night as
the Minnesota Twins ripped
into him for four runs on a
walk, two singles and two
doubles. 
,
"I can't blame - it on
anything in particular,"
Arroyo said. "Things just
didn't turn out my way.„
Detroit relievers Jim
Crawford, Steve Grilli and
Milt Wilcox had just slightly
better results as the Twins
clobbered the Tigers 11-1.
Lyman Bostock and Butch
Wynegar led the Twins' 17-hit
attack with three hits apiece.
Rod Carew raised his league-
leading average two points to
.384. Craig Kusick and
Bostock knocked in three runs
each to back Paul
Thormodsgard's seven-hitter
for* the sizzling Twins, who
romped to their fourth
straight victory and their 14th
triumph in their last 18 games.
Royals 7, Blue Jays 4
Frank White drove in four
runs and George Brett
slammed his fifth home run in
his last eight games to power
Kansas City past Toronto.
White blasted ahomec deep,
CONVERSE $A99
ATHLETIC SHOES "








Boots 8 Shoes For
Every' Activity Under The Sun I
Carroll-VW-Audi
Used Cars DEALER *"
1976 Chevrolet Meese Carle — silver-silver los top,
deep red interior, one owner new Audi trade-
in. 21,000 miles, wire wheel covers, 6 way
seats, power windows, tilt wheel, cruise con-
trol, AM-FM-8 track stereo, electric trunk
opener. See this one to believe.
1976 International Traveled' — 4 wheel drive,
automatic, power steering and brakes, air
conditioning, lots of extras, 6000 actual miles.
1973 Buick Riveria — white-white top, mag wheels
and all the accessories positraction rear end.
This ones a beauty, local Audi trade-in.
1975 Audi Fox —2 door, standard shift, sun roof,
burgundy with black leatherette interior.
1973 VW Super Beetle Convertible — red, black







into the Toronto bullpen in the
fourth, scoring John
Mayberry and Fred Patek
ahead of him. Brett followed
with a solo drive as the Royals
shot out to a 4-0 lead.
Rangers 12, White Sox 10,
• 12 innings
Mike Hargrove's three-run
homer capped a six-run Texas
uprising in the 12th inning as
the Rangers held off Chicago.
The White Sox came back with
four runs in the. bottom of the
12th.
The victory was Texas' fifth
straight.
Toby Harrah slammed his
16th homer of the season for
Texas while Chet Lemon and
Ralph Garr horqued for
Chicago.
Red Sox 12, Mariners 4
Jim Rice smashed two solo
home runs and Bernie Carbo
added a grand slam as Boston
crushed Seattle. George Scott
and Butch Hobson also
homered for the Red Sox. It
was the eighth time this
season that Boston has
pounded five home runs in one
game.
Orioles 8, A's 6, 10 innings
Rookie Eddie Murray
slamMed two home runs,
including a two-run sbot in the
10th Inning, to give Baltimore
its victory over Oakland.
Murray's homer, his 18th of
the season, 'came off reliever
Bob Lacey, 3-6, with one out in
the 10th. It gave the victory to
Tippy Martinez, 3-0, the fourth
Baltimore pitcher of the night.
Angels 5, Yankees 3
Nolan Ryan, who needed
relief help from Dave
LaRoche, became the AL's
first 15-game winner as
California defeated New York.
Terry Humphrey singled
home two runs to cap a three-
run California outburst in the
second inning and Bobby
Bonds hit a two-run, inside-
the-park home run for the
Angels, his 23rd homer of the
season.
Brewers 7, Indians 4
A two-run single by Jim
Wohfford capped the three-run
seventh-inning rally that lifted
Milwaukee over Cleveland in
a game delayed 68 minutes by
rain.
The Brewers filled the bases
against loser Pat Dobson, 3-10,
in the seventh on a single and
two walks, one intentional.
Dobson then walked Sal Bando
to force in a run, breaking a 3-
3 tie, and Wohlford followed
with his two-run single.
Sidewalk
Sale
Boys Badminton vz:a, Ice Cube















P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
Olympic Plaza Open 9:30 to 8:00 Daily 1-5 Sunday -
Foster Hits,36-th, Cards-Win -
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Sparky Anderson has been
in baseball 25 years and he's
seen his share of home runs,
but George Foster still makes
him wonder.
"I've never seen a ball hit
like that, never," said
Anderson, a touch of awe in
his voice, the sight of Foster's
eighth-inning blast fresh in his
mind following th* Cincinnati
Reds' 5-3, 10-inning victory
over the Chicago Cubs
Wednesday night.
"That's my all-time all-
time," added Anderson, who
estimated at 550 feet the shot
hit off Cubs reliever Willie
Hernandez.
The ball jumped off Foster's
bat like a shot and headed
down the left-field line on a
steady rise. It was still rising
when it landed to the right of
the the foul line, in the third
row -of the.rdlig*-,-,
Riverfront Stadiuth iffired
seats, which have been
reached only five times in the
eight years the stadium has
been in use.
"It was a pretty sight;" said
teammate Pete Rose.
Foster's home run was his
36th of the season and gave
him 105 runs batted in — tops
in the majors in both
categories. It tied the score at
3-3, then Dan Driessen
cracked a two-run homer in
the 10th to win it.
Afterwards, 'despite his
gamewiasing harmer,
Driessen could only talk of
Foster's blast.
-He's got ungodly power,"
said Driessen. "I'm trying to
find out what he eats for
breakfast so I can try some.
He makes it look so easy, he
makes the rest of us look bad.
jll take mine, but mine was
just nothing compared to the
one he hit."
-You do it in batting
practice," Foster said, "and
you think to yourself, 'I want
to do it in a game so everybody
can see it."
The game started out as a
pitching duel between the
Cubs' Rick Reuschel, going
for his 16th victory, and Reds
rookie Paul Moskau. The only
run of the first six innings was
Swisher's homer in the fifth.
Phillies 8, Padres 1
Steve Carlton, 15-6, stopped
San Diego on six hits, striking
out 12 and walking just three.
He also drove -in three runs
with three singles as the.Phils
moved within one game of
firstplace Chicago in the
National League East.
Astros 3, Pirates 0
Joe Niekro, 7-3, scattered
nine bits for his second
consecutive shutout and third
straight complete game for
the Astra. Jose Cruz drove in
two runs with. a fourth-inning
double and Bob Watson
knocked in a run with a single.
Mete 4, Dodgers 3
Lee Mazzilli's pinch single
in the 14th gave the Mets their
victory over the Dodgers in- a
marathon which twice was
delayed by rain for a total of
nearly two hours and took
over 51/2 hours in all. The Meta
sent it into extra innings with
two runs after two Were out in
the bottom of the ninth.
Expos 4, Giants!
Jackie Brown evened his
record at 84 by stopping the
Giants on seven hits, with
nllitigliiiiing relief from rtan
Stanhouse. Ellis Valentine's
llith home run of the season •
and RBI singles by Andre
Dawson and Dave Caah paced
Montreal's attack.
Cardinals 5, Braves 1
Erie Rasmussen pitched a
four-hitter to give St. Lout its
11th victory in the last 13
games and the season series
against Atlanta 11-1. Jerry
Mumptwey led the Cards'
offense with four hits, scoring
three runs and driving in
another.
.M.A.MA•mm. 
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., UPON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA
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Racers Upgrade Home Cage Schedule
One of the major complaints
by local people against
Murray State basketball has
been the home schedule of the
Racers.
Frankly, half the people
have spent so much time
running their mouths and
complaining about the likes of
Missouri Southern and Troy
State, they wouldn't know a
good Division II team if they
saw one.
Of course, we know it's no
fun to beat Roosevelt College
102-50. It's not much fun for
the players, it's worse for the
fans. But at least the fans can
go buy popcorn and soft
drinks.
What about Kentucky?
Where in the world did they
lind Iona College to stick on
their schedule?
Okay. Now that we've taken
4 walk through the stockyards
and stirred up a little, let's get
the real meat of the column.
- How would you like to be
able to go out to the decrepid,
old, run-down MSU Sports
Arena and see such teams as
Memphis State. and
Mississippi State plai Murray
St?
Well, you can.
Memphis State will be in
Murray during the 1980-81
season to play the Racers. To
get Memphis to come here,
Murray is playing a two-for-
one, which isn't a bad deal
really. Murray will play at
Memphis in 1978-79 and again
in 1979-80 before the Tigers
come here the next season.
Since Ron Greene took over
at Mississippi State, it's no
surprise they will be on the
‘RAPer schedule.
Murray will play at Stark-
ville during the 1980-81 season
and the following .season,
Mississippi State will be here.
We better hope it doesn't
rain on those nights. And
speaking of the MSU Sports
Arena, take this into con-
sideration:
Economic reasoning: If the
MSU Sports Arena is not filled
up with OVC games this
season, the reasoning is going
to be this: why build a new
Sports Arena?
Okay. The MSU Sports
Arena may be filled up this
season if: the Racers wind up;
25-0 on the season.
The fact is a lot less town-
speople and people from the
county and outlying areas are
not going to come to the games
because they do not want to
park at Winslow Cafeteria and
fall three blocks uphill on ice
to get to a game.
Some enterprising young
fellow might make some
money by starting a taxi or
bus service on campus next
year to take fans to the games.
But enough of that. We
aren't going to get a new
Sports Arena at Murray State
because people who support
such a facility are not
organized,.
Let's get back to looking
ahead at the schedule.
Football discovered that
home-and-home series with
Evansville and Martin not
only were good rivalries but
also, highly profitable. Thus,
basketball is going that
direction.
In the 1978-79 season, both
Evansville and UTM will be




In Shop, Spraying of Yard Furniture - Shutters - Etc
Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
No Job Too Large or Too Small
FREE EgTIMATES
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.
406 Sunbury Circle, Murray
will pliy the tvib schools on the
road.
Also, Murray is at New
Orleans during the 1978-79
season. The next season, New
Orleans comes here.
The 1979-80 season will open
with a road swing to Las
Vegas and the University of
Texas. Also during the 1979-80
season, Arkansas State will
play at Murray as another
new home-and-home series
opens.
Racer coach Fred Overton
is currently working on a
home and home series with
Southern Illinois University
(Carbondale).
Besides those games, how
about these possibilities?
Murray may be in the 1978
Tangerine Bowl Tournament,
the 1979 Senior Bowl at Mobile
and the 1980 Motor City
Classic at Detroit. In addition,
Overton is working on gaining
a berth for the Racers in the
Sun Bowl Classic which is held
each year at Texas-El Paso.
The schedule is looking
better. And the program is
looking better too.
.With everyone except
Grover Woolard and Zach
Blasingame returning from
last year, things are looking
great.
• It's going to be hard to keep
Johnny Thirdkill from
cracking the lineup and in
addition to that, there may be
a MAJOR surprise in store for
fans. We are going to hold up
on that announcement until
school starts, just in case the
surprise doesn't develop.
In addition, 6-4 guard Roy
Taylor, a former Mr.
Basketball in Indiana, is
transferring to Murray as is 6-
8 forward Darrel Braden of
TCU. Braden, originally from
Memphis, scored 22 points this,
past season in a game against
Kentucky.
Both Braden and Taylor will
sit out this season.
So while footballs are about
ready to start flying through
the air, we are just a little over
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To Go On Trial
QUEBEC (CP) — Hockey
player Rick Jodzio, formerly
of the World Hockey
Association Calgary Cowboys,
must stand trial in Quebec
City on a charge of assault, a
Superior Court justice has
ruled.
Mme. Justice Gabrielle
Vallee rejected a request from
Jodzio's lawyers Wednesday
that the trial be held
elsewhere. The defense
contended that Jodzio might
not be able to obtain an
impartial trial here.
The assault charge stems
from an alleged attack by
Jodzio on Marc Tardif of the
Quebec Nordiques during a
WHA playoff game in Quebec
City April 11, 1976.
GOLF
SUNNINGDALE, England
— Debbie Austin fired two
eagles on Sunningdale's pock-
marked course and scored a
six-under par 68 for one-shot
lead in the first round of the
$100,000 European Women's
Open.
Veteran pro Judy, Rankin
and South African Silly Little
were tied for second place at.
69.
OFF TO KANKAKEE — Weather permitting, the Murray Pony League All-Stars will be playing at Kankakee, Illinois, tonight in
Regional Tournament play. Murray is to play the state champions from Indiana. The large contingent of players, fans and parentsleft Wednesday for Kankakee, which is doe for heavy rainstorms today and this evening.
(Nei Moto by IfIti • Brandon'
3 ways to save!
















Guaranteed annual rates of:
71/2% 6 3/4 %
48 month 30 month
term account term account
Compounded Doily Compounded Doily
Effective annual yield Effective annual yield
7.79% 6.98%
61/2%





Si 000 00 minimal deposit on each certificate
Interest penalty required on early wIthdrowal from certficcrtes,
11 •
"The place where thousands are saving millions"
HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
1601 Broadway— Ph. 442-9171
PADUCAH, KY.
Murray Branch




3240 So. Beltline Highway
Ph. 444-7233
We're looking forward to our coming to Murray!
BARGAINS, BARGAINS ON EVERYTHING! YOU NAME IT! •IT'S ON SALE! DON'T MISS MURRAY'S GREAT CITY WIDE
S WAL SAL&6
Friday, Saturday, August 5th, 6th
ALL MERCHANDISE MUST GO AT SOME PRICE • NOTHING HELD BACK!
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PiUNDERSTANDING
DRUG ABUSE
4i health colu m m n fro theAlcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health AdministrationU S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Heroin in Legal Doses
To Solve Addiction Problem?One recurrently proposed"solution" to the narcotic ad-
diction problem in the UnitedStatesis heroin maintenanceThat is, ra system in .which
physiciank are permitted toprescribe regular doses *ofheroin for confirmed addicts.While no cure for addiction,legal administration of thedrug would presumably besafer for addicts than illegaluse with its risks of infectionand overdose. Proponents ofmaintenance also believe so-ciety would benefit b.c' a reduc-tion in black market drugsales and in crimes committedby addicts to pay for the drug.Dr Robert DuPont, Direc-tor of the National Instituteon Drug Abuse, sharply dis-agrees"Heroin maintenance is not
workable a solution to theheroinaddiction problem.'said Dr DuPont at a recentNational Drug Abuse Confer-ence in San Francisco.The maintenance approachwould fail here "for purelypractical reasons," he told themeeting, adding he would bewilling to reconsider it whenproponents can answer fourquestions about such a systemin the United States:• Who is eligible to receiveheroin?• How much heroin willthe treated person begiven?• How long will the personbe permitted to take her-oin before he is forced to
switch to methadoneand/or detoxify?• • How will take-home her-oin be handled?"Of these four questions,the last is the most critical,"DuPont believes. "If there isno take-home heroin, thenthere is little 'attraction 'Torthe addict, and little dangerto the community from theuse of heroin. The idea ofhundreds of addicts 'fixing' ina clinic every day is appallingto me. . . Take-home heroin--the only alternative—is acompletely crazy idea. Try topicture addicts—or for thatmatter any of us—walkingout of a clinic every day with
$100 to $200 worth of heroin!How much would be sold?How many overdoses wouldresult from diverted heroin?My point is this: heroin main-tenance for the United States
fails for purely practical rea-sons.""In order to make heroinunattractive to criminal sup-pliers, we would have to makeheroin as available as we nowmake aspirin or antihista-mines. The idea of heroin forsale in our supermarkets bog-gles the mind of even the mostenthusiastic supporter of her-oin maintenance. . ."Neither do I think heroinas a treatment drug has muchto offer," DuPont said. Hegave as the reason the factthat heroin is a short-actingdrug which must be taken in-travenously several times aday to avoid painful with-drawal symptoms.—
Teacher Training
Institute Planned
Teachers of gifted and
talented children in 22 Ken-
tucky school districts will be
spending the next two weeks
attending a teacher training
institute sponsored by the
Kentucky Department of
Education at Murray State
University. They will be
learning processes for
.teaching gifted children and
practicing what they learn.
The 22 districts have been
selected to participate in the
federally-funded Kentucky
Program for Gifted-Talented
Education and have com-
mitted themselves to im-
plementing a program, for
gifted - children in the school
year 1977-78.
Gifted and talented children
are those children who by
virtue of their outstanding
abilities are capable of high
performance and have been
identified by professionally
qualified persons. They may
be - identified by their
creativity, leadership or
psychomotor skills as well as
by their general intellectual
activity or success in a
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Seirocribers lobe hem vat
received their boare-dellvered
copy of The dorm Warm &
Times by 5:30 p. a. lAraday-
Friday at by 3:31 p. a...
forterdays are Need to ad
7131116 Woes@ 5:30 p. a.
evol &p, a.. 14earkry-Friay,
or 3:30 p. m. mid 4 p. et.
Saterdays, to inure deivery
.41W mormaper. Calls mast
be plead by ip. a. week.
ems er 4 p. a. Totwdays te
preriontee delivery.
specific academic area.
The teachers will be joined
during the first week of the
workshop by representatives
of another 12 school systems
which have expressed an
interest in gifted and talented
programming.
During the first week of the
workshop, the teachers will
work with university per-
sonnel and practicing
teachers to learn how to
identify gifted children and
methods of teaching them.
Practicing teachers from the
gifted program in Daviess
County, Kentucky and Project
CLUE, a gifted -program in
Memphis, Tennessee, will
conduct sessions on teaching
strategies and how to meet the
needs of the district.
The second week of the
workshop will be spent
practice-teaching a group of
gifted children. Teachers will
also be developing their own
strategies and plans for
teaching when they return to
their home districts.
Representatives of the 22
school districts attended two
workshops earlier in the year
which focused on three
aspects of implementing a




workshop will receive. three
hours of graduate credit in
gifted education.
The cornerstone of the Treas-
ury Building in W.ashington
supposedly contains a lock of
hair from President Jackson's
granddaughter,Mary Donelson,
who was born in the White
House.
Wells Overbey
can offer you the best
deal you can find
*NEW CARS • TRUCKS *USED CARS • TRUCKS















1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 751-4681
Specials Good
Aug. 4-Aug. 10
We Resin, Ike Right To Limit Oulthies
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Robert A. Powell appeared
before the Test book Corn-
mission at its meeting
yesterday and presented
thembers with 'autographed
copies of his new book,
"Kentucky: The Story of A
Proud Heritage."
Powell was born in the
Bluegrass region of Kentucky
was educated at Kentucky
*esleyan College, University
ifff Kentucky and Western
tentucky University. He was
ielected as one of the original
Kentucky Heritage Artists
and currently serves as
executive director of the
group.
" The Testbook Commission
added Powell's book to the
• accepted social studies book
1st for Kentucky schools.
• The commission also opened
publishers' bids for
mathematics testbooks. New
textbooks will be adopted at
the commission's meeting on
September 15-16 in the State
Board Room, Capital Plaza
Tower.
Emma F. Clarke of
Owingsville was selected
chairman of the commission
for the third consecutive year.
Dr. Claude Frady of Bowling
Green was selected vice
chairman.
STATE EMPLOYES PICNIC—Jeannette Trusty, a Court of Appeals employe, reaches
for the hand of Gov. Julian Carroll during a picnic on the lawn of the Capitol Annex
recently. Waiting for their handshakes are Connie IGnman (left) and Betty Reed, als
o
Court of Appeals employes. At the second of two picnics for state employes, th
e
Governor mingled with picnickers as they ate fried chicken, baked beans and potat
o
salad.
Heritage Of Cowboy Copas
Lingers In The Commonwealth
By Helen Price Stacy
"Cowboy was easy to get
along with. We were real

















worked on the farm together
and made country music
together in those boyhood
years. We plowed, stripped
tobacco ant) did our share of
work in the cornfield. Cowboy
was a good wbrker, and sang
while he worked -that is, when
he wasn't mad at the horse."
Talking with Marion Copas
of Morgan County was almost
like a conversation with his
well known brother, the late
Cowboy Copas, whose songs,
"Signed, Sealed and
Delivered," "Three Strikes
and You're Out" an others
are well remembered as is the
singer-musician.
Cowboy Copas wasn't born
in Kentucky, but Kentucky -
even then - loved and still
loves his music as it still does
that of the late Patsy Cline.
Marion Copas was two years
older than his brother
Cowboy, "but we seemed like
twins." The two other
brothers and two sisters were
born in Adams County, Ohio,
children of Marion Eldon and
Lola Mae Ramsey Copas.
"We thought alike and acted
alike," remembered the older
brother who had moved to a
farm near West Liberty about
16 years ago. "We tried to stay
out of mischief, but we didn't
always succeed. We had this
idea about a way to stay out of
school. Every morning we'd
start out like two innocent
schoolboys on their way to




It's back by populardemandl
You enjoyed it so much this spring, we've brought it
back -- Jerry's Super Shrimp Sale.
For just $2.86, you get a giant helping of 21 golden-fried
shrimp, a hearty serving of french fries, a dish of our
savory cobs slaw, and hot dinner roll and butter.
So come on in for lunch or dinner. Enjoy the $2.85
Super Shrimp Sale, at Jerry's. "
Je
Offer good 11 a.m. - 10 p.m./July 25 to Aug 25197
7
South 12th Street
school. We hid out in the woods
for three, months.
"They didn't 'know it at
home, but they found out
about it. Some school friends
came up through our yard to
got° church one day. We had
already told our parents they
weren't going to have school
the next day and we'd just
stay home. Mother and Dad
said hello to the other children
coming through the yard and
mentioned about not having
school the next day. The
children told them, 'Why, yes,
there'll be school tomorrow.
Why Marion and Loyd haven't
been to school for three
months.' Oh, yes, they took a
switch to us, and did they!"
The brother recalled that
most times people don't
believe that he and Cowboy
were brothers. "Cowboy's
real name was Loyd, spelled
with one '1' and in a book he
wrote about his life he put in
that he was born on a ranch in
Oklahoma. He was making it
big on radio, and a college
professor told him it would
give him a better image to say
he was born on a ranch in the
West. It's nothing to me
whether they believe it, but
when I tell them he was born
on a farm in Ohio, they say
they know better for they read
in the book where he was born
out West."
The brothers could play any
-. instrument — "Guitar, banjo,
mandolin or violin. About four.
years ago my voice cracked
and I couldn't sing any more,
so we got •rid of all the in-
struments except a cheap
guitar. Our record player
went too, so we gave others in
the family all of Cowboy's
records - oh, might be one or
two around. He wrote and
recorded many songs. The one
that started him to fame was
"Filipino Baby."
The way the brother
remembered it, Cowboy, his
son-in-law Randy Hughes,
Patsy Cline and Hawkshaw
Hawkins were doing a benefit
show in Arkansas to help get
funds for the wife of a disc
jockey who had died. It was
March 5, 1963. "They stopped
along the way to refuel the
single engine plane, and
fellows there told them to stay
overnight that there was a bad
storm ahead. They didn't stay.
Just southwest of Nashville
they, got right in that storm
and their plane went down.
Killed them all."
Cowboy was 53. Patsy Cline
was 30.
That was several years ago
but they are remembered."
"Cowboy loved the farm,
left on his own when he was 22.
He loved visits to Kentucky.
but most of all he loved Nash-
ville. He is buried in
Greenlawn Cemetery there.
I'm satisfied if he had lived he
could stand on a Stage today
and still be making it big."
NEW WAY CHEAPER
READING, Pa. (AP) — The
ways of the "good old days"
are not the cheapest nowadays
An ice company here reports
that it has one family left that
insists on using an old-fashion-
ed ice box. The ice company
delivers a 50-pound cake of 1, t
three times a week. Each cak.
costs $1.50. That amounts tc
more than $200 a year.
The cost of electricity for an
electric refrigerator to replaie
the ice box would be about VS
a year and the electrii it)
needed to freeze a tray of 16
ice cubes costs about 1.5 cents,




























































































Bel-Air Shopping Center 9.9 Non..sat
tivol OPP•rtemitY kaloWsr
limit Misfits Rosorood 14 Sundays
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'keg wills oat in the waist
We feel that many of you really want a new family boat but maybe never really
took the time and effort to check one out - or felt that maybe you Ali couldn't afford the price.Here is a golden opportunity to take your good easy time, look over the many models wehave to offer, both stern drive and outboards. Try'em on the water, see if it fills your needs, seehow much family pleasure you have been missing by not owning one and SAVE—BIG SAVINGS.Next years prices will be up approximately 8%, subtract that along with our Summer Saleprices and you will save hundreds of dollars by purchasing your boat now.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 6 BIG DAY-ALL DAY
For the absolute "Ultimate" in a plush family boat, see and drive the fabulous
Harris Deck Craft.,
Keep it on a trailer or in the water --- ready to go in a moment's notice. This is a
kissing cousin to the Fabulous Harris-Flote Bote, continued in the Harris tradition. ,
.1vE
Outboards or Stern Drives
11 ft. - 19 ft. 2t ft.
Several in stock
to choose from
If you have never looked
one of these over,
Please do!
Want a family Ski boat for the whole family at one time, something withplush furniture, a sun top, big, roomy, maybe even a dining table on
board, plenty of power yet big, safe and trailerable. We have it, HarrisDeck Craft, the same makers of Harris Flote-Bote. We have Deck Craftsin stock ready for you to test drive on the water. See'em, drive'em,buy'em. Now at Big Big Savings to your.
SUMMER CLOSE OUT
on a few remaining
PEDAL BOATS
Try one Saturday—fun for all ages
All youngsters enjoy them from ages 1 to 100
• HARRIS







Are you missing a lot of pleasure
tor you and your family by not
owning a Flbte-Bote. just ask the
many happy owners for miles
around about their Flote-Bote and
Happy Holiday Travel, InC.
Brand new 1977 16' Harris Flote-Bote Pontoon with good used 20 HP, Elec-
tric start Johnson, just the perfect safe boat for a couple, young and old
or a small family, complete only $2,250.00. Try before you buy at Happy
Holiday Travel, "The largest Flote-Bote dealer in the whole wide world."
Brand new 1977 20' Harris Flote-Bote with brand new 1977 35 HP all elec-
tric Evinrude, rigged and ready for only $3250.00.
Brand new 1977 24' Harris-Flote Bote priced with, new all electric 35 HP
Evinrude. This 24' Pontoon boat is a very popular size and includes con-
sole, captain chair, 2 rear corner couches and padded buy now for only
$3975.00.
Brand new 1977 28' Harris Flote-Bote Pontoon with brand new 1977 55 HP
Evinrude, includes steering and console, buy now for only $3975.00.
2' Sterndrive Harris Flote-Bote, the Fabulous Queen of all Pontoon boats.
Commands the highest resale of all by far. The most desired pontoon
boat in the world, sold and serviced by the worlds largest Flote-Bote
dealer. Now going as low as $6975.00 including full furniture and
covers, 120 HP Stern drive. Test drive one for yourself and do yourself





This is one you put your own personal finishing touches to.
Brand new 1977 Silver Queen House Boat to
$12,500.00 Only 2 left!
m1137 ivAztas.4.sit.7e.it
40 ft. Captains Craft with permanent bed, shower, gas electric
refrigerator, stove with oven, economical stern drive power. List
$21,950.00. •
When we say we're having a sale
we are having a SALE
A number of other houseboats with drastically reduced prices.
Buy now for $16,500.00
Don McClure
Don't Miss This Day,
August 6
A world of pleasure awaits you now at...
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Grayson McClure
Panorama Shores on Ky. Lake
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WILDERNESS ROAD—John Freeman attempts to save some of his precious books from burning after radical
°nightriders" have beaten him and set fire to his mountain school house in opposition to his anti-slavery teachings
in this scene frotin the outdoor drama "Wilderness Road." Paul Green's play captures in authentic detail the story of
a mountain community caught up in the conflicts of the Civil War. Acd4med for the color, music, dance, authentic
folklore and 'excitement brought to life amidst the green, natural setting of the Appalachian has, this is the sixth
season fop' the highly praised production which plays from June 25 through September 4 at Indian Fort Theatre in
Berea, K. Performances are nightly at 830 p. m. (EST) except Sunday. September 4, the final performance, is the
only Stinday scheduled For information and reservations, write: Wilderness Road Drama, CPO Box 2355, Berea,
KentUcky 40404. The box office number is (606) 986-9331. In Kentucky, call toll free (BOO) 262-7471.
Horseback Riding And The Handicapped
Q: Mrs. E. S., who, for
personal reasons, has a
Special interest in the training
of handicapped persons,.
inquires if horseback riding
has not become recognised as
a means of helping such
victims.
A: Horseback riding has
become more widely
recognized as an aid ip
training the handicapped.
Therapy lessons, especially
for children, now may include
horseback riding in some
special centers.
Such activity is a
challenging, appealing
diversion that can assist a
handicapped person in the
better use of his muscles. The
muscles are used in various
ways in sitting erect on a
horse for a time, in main-
taining balance, and in
carrying out simple
movements that require
muscular control. Even the
simple. procedures needed to
start, turn, or stop a horse
require decision and coor-
dination, but only a limited
amount of muscular power.
The effects are encouraging to
the handicapped person in
that so little effort can control
a large animal that
cooperates.
Tame, calm horses are
essential, and such activity by
the handicapped requires
close supervision. Assistance
is often needed in mounting
and dismounting, in most
cases. 
The benefits are physical
and mental. And getting an
outing, and giving situation,
TOLEDO, Ohio ( AP) — Many brings freshness and
Americans will pay snore to satisfaction. It has been said
cool their homes this summer that going where the fish are
than they did to heat them last living is one of the good things
winter, says Charles Hartman,about fishing, and the sameof Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corp. who says "people gener- appears to apply when the
ally don't conserve the elec-
tricity used to run their air con-
ditioners because they don't
equate it with the fuel used to
heat their homes."
Electricity rates have risen
7.1 per cent in the past year
Hartman points out, and adds,
"snore than half of all U.S.
homes remain uninsulated or
under-insulated and are, there-
fore, wasting energy."
Attic insulation alone can
shear surprising amounts of
money off summer fuel bills,
Hartman notes. "Since a home
gains most of its heat through
the roof, attic insulation helps
prevent it from passing through
the ceiling, thus keeping the
home more comfortable and re-




From East To West-Much To See And Do in Commonwealth
By Helen Price Stacy
The Eastern Kentuckians in
Ashland's Central Park stood
looking at a painting of a
Western Kentucky scene. The
artist had painted a small lake




"Some day," said the
viewer, "I'm going to start
here on 1-64 and split Kerg
tucky right through the
middle, all the way to the
Mississippi."
He had captured a small
audience. "When I was a boy I
had a friend who made a boat
of sorts. We had an idea of
putting in the Ohio River
around Greenup and floating
to the Mississippi. We had
been reading Huck Finn in
school class."
Traveling from East to West
via the river would be an
experience as would be the
man's plans some day to




3 Sales in 1 •• •
:Moonlight Madness Anniversary.:•• And Back To School ••
• 





L Sherry's will be closed all day Friday getting ready •














• Blue Jeans Blue Jeans •
• 4I•
• •• 7-14 Price 3-30-32 Price 6
•
• Jack Tar, Tom Sawyer, Mann, Mark Trousers, Buster Brown,
• Health Tex, Kingston, Gearworks, Aileen, Monkey Shine,
• Austin Rack, Dorissa, Polly Hinders, Bryan, Love — Are just
• a few of the brand names that will be going below cost!
•
All Sales Final •
• •
• Credit Cards Welcome •





















Maybe he already has had
his trip ... maybe he still is
planning it. From Lexington
he would travel Blue Grass
Parkway. He might choose a
number of side tours in order
to take in as much of beautiful
Kentucky as possible.
What will he see on his trip
west?- Will he take his time
and wonder at his beautiful
state, its parks and shrines, its
highways and the people
responsible for building this
great Commonwealth?
A short distance south of the
parkway is Lincoln
Homestead State Park, and
back on the parkway and a
few miles beybnd is Bard-
stown and My Old Kentucky
Home State Park. He could
take in "The Stephen Foster
Story" here any night except
Monday. Next day he could
visit Bernheim Forest, a few
miles north and spend a week
enjoying the trees, shrubs and
flowers.
He doesn't have a week, so
he takes a few hours and then
could be on his way, for he
wants to swing south to Horse
Cave and take in another
"show" at thenew Horse Cave
Theatre and visit Mammoth
Cave. He would warrant this
time out on his trip to the
Mississippi by saying, "I get
tired of people in other states
asking me about Mammoth
Cave and I haVen't even been
there."
He wanted to remember
Elizabethtown where he ate
before he swung south to cave
country, for he might want to
eat there on his way back.
Now traveling Western
Kentucky Parkway he stops at
Central City before going on to
Dawson Springs and a visit to
Pennyrile Forest State Resort
Park. On his way again he
stops briefly at Eddyville, "to
see the prison," he might say,
"But don't care for a long
stay." He likely has planned
one of his loilust stops at the
Land Between the Lakes
Country, where Lake Barkley
is on one side and Kentucky
Lake on the other, and where
on June 25-26 the eighth an-
nual Arts and Crafts Festival
will be held at Golden Pond.
He now begins to realize
that he must travel on or he
won't have time to see the
Ancient Buried City at
Wickliffe and visit the wildlife
refuge with the pond and trees
and take a boat ride on the
Mississippi.
From Gilbertsville and
Kentucky Darn Village he
goes on to Paducah — home of
the Governor, Chief Paduke,
Irvin S. Cobb and Alben "The
Veep" Barkley. He could
spend a week here, but he has
to get to Wickliffe where he
can compare notes on Indian
life here with that in his part of
the state.
At the Wildlife Management
Area — 10,000 acres — he
couldn't decide which of the 10
ponds was the one he
remembered in the painting,
but he pitched camp for
primitive type camping and
heard birds sing and frogs
croak just like on his farm.
It is an imaginary trip, but
could become a reality for
many families who want to see
and explore all of Kentucky. It
would be difficult to do in one
trip, especially if travelers
take time to talk with people in
various communities and
cities along the way.
This autumn when the
annual art show is held in
Ashland's Central Park, it
might be determined if our
friend made his trip to
Crossword. Puzzler
ACROSS 7 Hind part Answer to Wednesday s Puzzle
1 Mournful 8 Worms

















19 Ship 20 Hold
C.10].PPW 9 lr...144e.
20 Choice part earth
21 Dregs 22 Raise ink,
23 River in Italy spirit Of
24 Slumbered 23 Attitute -
27 Ancient 25 Part of . 36 Commands
28 Not one flower 38 Mickey of
30 Poems 26 Former the
31 Babylonian Russian Yankees
deity ruiers 40 Very
32 Prolong 28 Greek let!•., disagreeable
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Dist. by 'n eaters Sylottiosta. Inca
Western Kentucky if off to one
side is heard, "This is a real
pretty picture. Reminds me ot
a scene on a trip I made out to
Western Kentucky. I even
talked a man into letting me
ride on a barge, just so I could
say I had been on a raft on the
Mississippi. I started right
here on 1-64 and split Ken-
tucky right through the
middle."
handicapped person goes to
the riding stable.
Since the capabilities of
handicapped persons vary
greatly, as does their ability to
participate, I suggest that you
discuss horseback riding with ,
the physician in charge of the
person's rehabilitation to
determine if riding a horse if
feasible. If se, you may find it




Red House of Crafts
Owner's Private Collection
This Friday& Saturday
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Friday Night August 5th























$39900 $3 9 900
2 PC. GOLO FLORAL VELVET BASSETT
LIVINGROOM OCCASIONAL FLORAL
SUITE CHAIR SOFA
REG. $599.00 REG. $99.00 PEG 5429 00
$39900 $6900 $29900
3 ONLY 2 PC. VINYL 3 PC. DeSOTA
SWIVEL LIVINGROOM BEDROOM





3 PC, BASSETT PADDED TOP LANE
BEDROOM CEDAR 1 O , Wo OFF
SUITE CHESTS ON ALL
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Committee_Hears Charges Nebaederal Law To Go Into Effect Withliew_School Year
Of Harassment By Police
The interim joint committee
on ,I.abor and Industry
recently heard represen-
tatives of the United Mine
Workers of America ( UNWA
charge that Kentucky State
Police officers have harassed
strikers on picket lines at the
Blue Diamond Coal Co.'s mine
at Sterns in McCreary County.
According to UMWA
organizer John Cox, "We've
had a lot of problems with
state police, judges," and
private security guards on the
Stearns mine site.
Cox accused McCreary Co.
Judge Joe Perry with ignoring
union complaints against
company officials or private
security guards of the Storm
Security Co. while taking
action against the union
concerning company com-
plaints. -
Local UMWA organizer Lee
Potter charged that state
police had harassed picketers.
Potter alleged that in Mid-
July, six picketers were
arrested and locked in state
police cars, with windows
rolled up and the car's heater
turned on.
Potter also claimed that
state police refused to take
action against Storm g(iards
carrying and using automatic
weapons to scare and in-
timidate picketers.
Chuck Shuford, UMWA
press wistantsaid the major
disagreement between the
company and the union is the
company's refusal to correct
numerous safety violations in
its underground mines at
Stearns.
The conflict between Blue
Diamond and the UMWA
began in March 1976, when
miners at the Stearns site
voted 126-57 in favor of UMWA
representation. The election
results were certified by the
National Labor Relations
Board in August -1970, one
month after the miners went
on strike, charging the
compapy with using stalling
tactics.
In January Blue Diamond
officials borke off negotiations
with the 'UMWA, after
refusing to adopt the union's
safety standards, Wages,
pensions and other benefits in
the contract.
The labor and industry
committee agreed to invite
Blue Diamond officials and
State Police Commissioner
Ken Brandenburgh to respond
to the charges at its Aug. 24
meeting.
In other actions, the
Committee passed a
resolution commending
UMWA efforts to resolve
wildcat strikes in Pike County,
which union officials said have
been prompted by out-of-state
agitators. While the union has
refused to cross the picket
lines at the wildcat strikes,
officials have encouraged
miners to end the strikes and
return to work.
All of the energy used on the
earth — with certain exceptions
such as chemicals in batteries
and nuclear reactors — can






310 Main Street Murra
4110
Daily MOO, 1:30, 3:30,1:30
No 11700 So. • 52.50 Ades, 51.50 Wiens
KENLAKE STATE PARKS NEWEST ATTRACTION!
4110
With the beginning of the
1977-1978 school year, the
Education for all Han-
dicapped Children Act goes
into effect. This new federal
law, public law 94-142, means
that Kentucky's 181 local
school districts must provide a
free, appropriate education
for each handicapped child of
compulsory school age (seven
to 16 years).
Kentucky expects to receive
83.8 million in federal funds
for education of its han-
dicapped youngsters this
school year. These funds are
to be used after state and local
funds have been depleted, said
Dr. Stella A. Edwards,
assistant superintendent of
the Bureau of Education for
Exceptional Children. The
money will help with tran-
sportation, counseling, and
special equipment involved in
providing an education for an
exceptional child.
However, to prevent any
overclassification of students
as handicapped to gain funds,
the federal regulations say
that at a maximum, only 12
per cent of the student
population may be declared
handicapped. The 12 per cent
figure is based on national
incidence figures.
The federal money must be
spent first on children who are
receiving no education at all;
next on services for children




may mean a regular
classroom, "special education
classes, a, special' school, or a
residential facility, depending
on the needs of each child.
National statistics indicate
that more than half of the
handicapped children in the
country are receiving either
an inappropriate education, or
no education at all, said Dr.
Edwards. In Kentucky, it is
estimated that as many as
30,000 school-age children
may be handicapped and not
receiving an appropriate
education. Some 54,000
children are already enrolled
in special education pc ()grams
in the state, and it is based on
this number that the federal
government will make its final
allocation to Kentucky, she
said.
As defined by the new law, a
handicapped child is mentally





impaired or has a specific
learning disability.
"The key to providing an
education for each han-
dicapped child will be iden-
tification, evaluation and
placement efforts made on the
local level. Each child's
educational plan will be in-
dividually tailored, the result
of conferences between the
child's teacher, counselor,
school principal and parents,"
she said.
The bureau is providing
workshops for teachers and
local school district ad-
ministrators to gear up for
implementation of the law this
fall. Eighteen field con-
sultants, employed by the
Department of Education, are
Although we're not having our sale out on
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working with local school
districts to help them meet the
requirements of the new law.
The bureau and the local
school districts are conducting
a Child Find _Campaign to
identify and locate Kentucky
handicapped children not
currently enrolled in school
programa. "We have received
close to 200 calls which have
been referred to the local
school districts," said the
bureau head. "In many cases,
Bank Records Are
'Best Sellers' Now
Records of three early
Kentucky banks have become
"best sellers" with resear-
chers. The inventoried bank
records, published by the
Division of Archives and
Records in the Kentucky
Department of Library and
Archives, concern the Bank of
Kentucky, the Frankfort
Bank, and the Banklaft.
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Howard Goodpaster, State
Archivist and Director of
archives and records, said he
is surprised by the demand for
the books. He 'said the
publications probably won't
break any records for sales,
but the demand has been
heavy enough that the division
requires a charge for the
books to cover r publication
costs.
The Bank of Kentucky
functioned between 1806 and
1835, said Goodpaster. It was
the first state !Sank chartered
with $1 million in capital, half
of which was held by state
government. Headquartered
in Frankfort, the Bank of
Kentucky established branch
banks throughout the state.
However, in 1824 the Bank of
Kentucky's branch offices




"If someone you know is
retarded, then he or she may
be eligible for checks under a
Federal program called
Supplemental Security In-
come (SSI)" said a local
spokesman for the Social
Security office.
The spokesman went on te
explain that the retarded
person must be in financial
need and be unable to perform
any substantial work.
Asked if there were an age.
limit to the program, the
spokesman stated, "While
there is no age limit as such,
people under 18 or from 18 to
21 and in school will have their
parents' income counted in
determining if they are
eligible for SSI."
The spokesman said that
while a person may be
medically retarded, this may
not mean that he or she would
be eligible for SSI because the
guidelines may be stricter
than those used in other
programs.
"Since the SSI program is
relatively new, it is relatively
unknown," said the
spokesman. He went on to add
"but the more people that find
out about the program, then
the greater chance that the
people who are really in need
of SSI checks will actually get
them."
The telephone number for
the Paducah Social Security
office is 443-7506. The
telephone number for the
Mayfield Social Security of-
fice is 247-8095.
by the General Assembly in
1822 which repealed part of the
charter authorizing the bank
to loan money or discount
notes or bills of exchange. The
Frankfort office continued to
operate under those
restrictions until 1835 when
the bank began to settle its
accounts. The bank's affairs
were not settled until 1876.
In 1818, the General
Assembly chartered 46 in-
dependent banks to respond to
public outcry for currency.
This action resulted in 100
distinct currencies that
brought financial disaster and j
stimulated speculation until
the Panic of 1819 wiped out
most of the banks. The panic
caused merchants to refuse
Kentucky currency from'
customers. The "wildcat
banks" or the "Forty
Thieves," as the independent
banks were called, even
refused notes from each other.
The Frankfort Bank was
among the 46 independent
banks established in 1818. The
General Assembly revoked
the cbarters of the 46 banks in
1820, officially recognizing
their failure.
The Bank of the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky was
chartered in 1820 solely as a
relief measure to lend money
to individuals to pay their
debts and purchase domestic
commodities. It also was
headquartered in Frankfort
with branch banks in each of
the remaining 11 judicial
districts in the state.
By 1830 the bank had
fulfilled its initial purpose of
helping Kentuckians through
the depression. The General
Assembly realized this and
passed legislation which
closed the bank. However, in
1841, the General Assembly
extended the bank's charter to
1844 so that it could collect
debts due it. The charter was
extended several times, the
last being until 1855. Since no
further extension of the bank's
charter was found in the acts
of the General Assembly, it is
assumed that, the bank's
accounts were properly set-
tled in 1855.
Mr. Jeffrey Duff, Local
Records Archivist compiled
and researched the In-





































the school personnel and the
parents have already started
on an education plan for the
child involved."
One of the problems Ken-
tucky faces in conforming
with the new law is the lack of
teachers _ fully qualified in
special education. This may
be particularly true in rural
areas, noted Dr. Edwards.
However, local school
districts will make necessary
arrangements to educate the
handicapped child, either by
working out a new special
education program for the
child or by transporting the
child to another area for an
appropriate education.
"Kentucky is fortunate to
ham the framework already
set up for implementing this
law. Since 1974, we have been
operating under a court order,
called the Consent
Agreement, which requires
local school districts to
identify exceptional children
who ari eligible for at-
tendance in public schools but
who are not enrolled in an
educational program. This
Consent Agreement has
already opened the door to
public education for school-
age handicapped children in
the state," said Dr. Edwards.
The new federal law has
built-In h protections for
parents, school teachers,
school personnel, and, of
course for the handicapped
child, said Dr. Edwards. "If
the parents disagree with any
decision regarding placement
of their child, they have the
right to appeal the decision to
a hearing officer and the
courts."
On the other hand, she
added, schOol personnel who
find parents' decisions not to
be in tlie best interest of the
child, also have the right and
responsibility to make an



























































DELTA OFFICE & LIQUIDATING CO.
542-4361 Preis, Term 123 E. Washington S
F K
An Office 8 School Supplies






LARGE SELECTION TO CHOOSE FROM
I Geraldine Sykes looks over one of the
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I legal Notice 1 legal Notice 1 legal Notice
CALLOWAY GOUNTY PUBLIC HEALTH, TAXING DISTRICT
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
For the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1977
Published in accordance with CRS 424.220
RECEIPTS 
Mance carried forward from previous fiscal year $ 7.378.35
Bank of Murray,,(Note)  15.000.00
Ky. State Treasurer (Share building cost)  70.032.00
Amount received from collection of public health tax for
current fiscal year teas sheriff's fee 65 241 03
TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 157.651.38
DISBURSEMENTS
To the County Health Department for general operation:
DATE PAID AMOUNT FISCAL YEAR 








TOTAL $ 52.500.00 
Personal Surety Bond  No charge
To Ledger & TOes for the publication of
previous, year's financial statement on
08-27-1976  36.10
Health Department Furnishings  1.688.35
Potty Cash Fund  400.00
Crouch Construction (Final Payment)  6.348.71
Peck Associates (Final Payment)  178.98
Miscellaneous  179.40
Vaughn Plumbing  33.18
Peoples Bank(Note $10.000. -Int.$326.66)  10.326.66
Bank of Murray(Note $15.000. -Int. $463.61)  15.463.61
Peoples Bank (Note $65.000. -Int. $5113.33)  70.113.33
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS $ 157.268.32
BALANCE $ 383.06 
This is to certify that at the. close of busirese on June 30, 1977 a balance of
$ 383.06 was credited to the account of the Calloway County Public Health Taxing District.







My commission expires: 
day of








new this year, beautiful
macrame items. See you







Agency. Write to: Box
644, Milan, TN 38358.
Nights after 7 p.m. 753-
9514.
BRING YOUR friends
and enjoy the beautiful





















I COULD HAVE BEEN
MI166ED TligPITV TiME5
RAI NOW ANYWAY, 51400P41
LEFT 50 &IOU HAVE TO


































I'LL BE gOt/R WATCHDOG,
AND I'LL 511" OUT HERE
ON THE PORCH BUT I
WON'T WEAA THAT!
1 legal Notice 1 Legal Notice
Legal Notice
Pursuant to the provision of Chapter 278 of the
Kentucky Revised Statutes and the Regulations
of the Public Service Commission of Kentucky,
relative to adjustment of rates and tariffs, notice
is hereby given to the customers of West Ken-
tucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corperation,
that a quarterly adjustment clause has been ap-
proved by the Public Service Commission in
Case No. 6812; that pursuant to the Order en-
tered therein, the Cooperative has been ordered
to file with the Public Service Commission, for
the purpose of a public hearing on its rates as a
result of the granting of the authority for a pass
through to the membership of the Cooperative
the increase in the Cooperative's wholesale
power costs from the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
The hearing for case No. 6845 will be held on the
9th day of August, 1977, at 2:30 p.m. Eastern
Daylight time, at the offices of the Public Service
Commission, Frankfort, Kentucky.
A copy of all the tariffs of the Cooperative, in-
cluding the approved quarterly adjustment
clause, are exhibited at the office of the
Cooperative at 1218 West Broadway, Mayfield,
Kentucky, and may be inspected by the public
during regular office hours.
John Echl Walker, Manager
July 18,1977
1. Legal Notice
AS OF AUGUST 3, 1977, I
will no longer be
responsible for any
debts other than my








Aug 275 28 550 entry
fee is due by Aug 19.
1977










YEAH 2 WELLTHEN,WHY DOES
EVERY MAN ON SICK CALL 6E't











15 INRoPm(NG ON HIS FORMER
A5pCiCIATeS NIGHrAND DAY,-


















Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
HOUSE FOR lease.






that hath an ear, let him
hear what the spirit
sayeth unto the chur-
ches; to, him that
overcometh will I give to
eat of the hidden manna,
and will give him a
white stone, and in this
stone .a new name
written, which no man
knoweth saving he that
receiveth it.'"
Revelations 22:12,
And, behold, I come
quickly; and,my reward
is with me. to give every
man according as his
work shall be." You are
invited to our Bible
study, for further in-
formation call 753-0984.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40..Fast service.
Artcraft, 116 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
YOUR NEED is our
concern 'c EEDLINE,
753-6333
HORNBC( K I E Barber










1%7 Foni p good truck
12 ft. m maibird
Sollboat




31E- 3( 30 MI
2 Notice
So vitt us Satur-
day, August 21th on













mission all for $16.00.
it Ruth Blackwood Tow
Representative, 7$34934 or
rallIMI or write 116 South Ills
St, Murray, Ky.
3 Card Of Thanks
MRS. ALTIE BRAY of
Hazel wants to thank
each and everyone for
the cards she received
when she was in the
Memorial Baptist
Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. Also the telephone
calls on her return
home, and the nice food.
May God watch over
each and everyone and
keep them, for being so
sweet to her. She loves
you all.
WE THE family of Cecil
Knight would sincerly
like to thank everyone
for the great act of
kindness during • our
time of sorrow and
need; all the staff at
Westview Nursing home
. along with Dr. Donald
Hughes . and all the
people who sent food or
flowers, and very
special thanks goes to





With many thanks, the
family of Ceeil Knight..
5 lost And Found
LOST - Black Labrador
Retriever with white
spot on chest. Was
picked up in front of Big
John's, Murray by
person driving silver
Nova. Six to 8 weeks old.
Reward. ' Contact Jim
Menees at Big John's,
753-9616.
LOST PUPPY - brown,
male, black collar. Near





minimum 2 years. No
other need apply. Call
753-0984.
EXPERIENCED COOK














work evening shift plus
weekends. Apply,. in
person. Shell Station at
12th & Chestnut.
WE WANT an aggressive,
hard-working Used Car
Manager to lead our
troops in emptying the
whole lot. Swiftly. Know
current car market
values, and personnel,
too? Here's a long-
range, high-return way




to . match your
credentials. Right , now
write Box 3211.


















infant at her home. Must
have references. Call
753-4445.
NEED PART TIME cook
and waitress, also ac-
cepting applications for
management trainees.
Apply in person Long




Route 8, near New City
Park-old Benton Road.
Call 753-9537.
HOUSEKEEPER 2 or 3
days week. Southwest
Calloway County. Call
Max Parker, 753-2706 or
435-4444.
HELP WANTED:
Woman or couple to
work in church nursery
on Sunday and Wed-





for infant needed in my
home, 7:30 a.m.-3:30.
p.m. Ca1L753-7986.
COOK. Apply at Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Drive,
between 9 and 5.
DENTAL ASSISTANT -
part time, will train.
Send resume to Ledger
and Times, Box 32G.
TEACHER NEEDS
babysitter for 21.2 year
old in my home. Call 753-
8675.
FULLY EXPERIENCED
body and paint man.
Pay based an Com-
mission. Management
opportunity may be
open in near future.
Management pay also
based on commission.
Call for appointment or
contact Gary W.
Thomas at Cadiz Body
Shop, Highway 68 East.
Phone 522-9990 or 522-
3927.
WANTED FULL TIME




















key person with ability









business or if you are
opening a new business
with companion lines.





Set us for firconcrng
Fierwing arranged by





14. Vilant To Buy
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
DRESSER FOR a beauty
shop. Call 753-7541.
WOULD LIKE TO buy
' used 2-wheel trailer.
Phone 901-247-5542 or
753-5346.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
GAS REFRI-GEKA4tok:'
and junk air con-
ditioners. Call 474-2748,
or 474-8848.
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WATERFRONT LOT.




WOULD LIKE to bit),
childs stove and
refrigerator. Call after 4
-
USED MOTORCYCLE
trailer. Call 753-2491 or
753-1646.
15 Articles For Sale




_ Phone 1-354-6217 after
4.00 p. m.
15 Articles For Sale
HANNAH'S HUSBAND
Hector hates hard work -
so he cleans the rugs'
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer,
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 8&
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8'
sheets over 80 selection 
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
Styofoam insulation -
, ,road--Ir- 4 rel sheets.
Doors starting at $5.80
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stals at 6 cents per ft..
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
840.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 11..sbeets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00., Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O. -
Bier 88 Miktin, Tn. 38237";
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
PEA SHELLERS by
Magic Fingers. Shells 2





fer sale. Call 901-247-
3318.




ONE USED G.E. Air
Conditioner, 6,000 BTU,
like new, $14.00 per
month WAC, for in-
formation call 753-0595.
ONE USED G.E. air
conditioner, 10,000 BTU,
like new $17.00 per
month, WAC, for in-
formation call 753-0597.
USED 96 INCH, 110 watt
flourescent bulbs,
guaranteed to work, 25
cents each. Big K, call
753-8777.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks, 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
UTILITY POLE for
trailer, 50 ft. of un-
derground cable in-
- eluded. Call 753-5778.
USED AIR conditioners. •
6,000 BTU. 14,000 BTU,
16,000 BTU. Two oval
purple accent rugs, size
36 x 63+3" fringe,
custom made draperies
(soft greeni used on a
few years, 113 x 95.
White sheer glass
curtains, 46 x '95. Call
753-8077, 1 p.m.
SPRING SPECIAL Paint
Sale. Hanna first quality
Latex 'Satin Sheen,
regular $8.25, sale $6.00
per gallon. Hanna semi-
gloss enamel regular,
$10, sale, $8.00 per
gallon. Murray Lumber
Company, 753-3161.
FOR ANY WOOD cutting
job, large or small, we
have just the right saw
for you. Do it better with
a Poularichain saw, only
379.95. Tidwell Lawn.
and Garden, 303 Main
Street, Hazel,. Ky. 492-
8147.
TWIN BEDS with box
springs and mattresses.
Excellent condition. Call
753-1586 or after 5 p.m
753-3590.
TOMATO JUICERS, no
pre cooking, no pealing.




PET cleaner you ever
used. So easy too. Get
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big








Best offer accepted. Call
753-0903.
WHITE OAK barrels, 50
gallon. Call 753-9983.
WESTINGHOUSE
washer and dryer, 72
Yamaha cycle.
Wurlitzer organ, baby




barrels for sale. $4.615




sizes, all densities. Ca
to your specs. West K.






$24.00 per month WAC,






suite with 4 chairs. Like
new. Call 753-7420.
BEDROOM FUR-












209 Colors of Pater.
nayan needlepoint
yarns, 9 cents strand ot
$1.70 ounce (of one
color. 129 colors Elsa.
Williams crewel em-
broidery yarns. Com-
plete color line or
Columbia Minerva 4 ply
yarns, Hardanger and
Atda cloth for counted
thread embroidery':
Three types linen oh
bolts. Complete line
latch flbok rug patterns
and yarns. Kits and
complete line of ac-
cessories for each
needle art or • needle.
work. IS per cent
discount for senioi'
citizens. Free lessons in
all needlearts. Time:
Monday thn,i Saturday
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ART CRAFT sewing
machine, good con-





Like new condition. Call
435-4238 between 5 and 8
p.m.
WILL -110 COMBINE
work, early corn or
beans. Call Terrell
Tidwell, 435-4429.
•TWO ROW ideal 'T•orn
picker, rubber tired
wagon, one rotary Hoe
4- -One manure Spreader.
Call 7534720.
CA ALLIS CHALMERS
t. tractor with plow, disc
;_• and cultivator. Call 247-
0064.
20 Sports Equipment




SIX FOOT pool table, $75
or best offer. Call 753-
8251.
TWO 12 gauge 'shotguns.
One automatic, - one
pump. Call 75341278.
WOMEN'S GOLF clubs
and carrying cart. Like





Also hardware sails and
accessories. Ky. Lake




Evinrude 75 h.p. motor.
Call 753-7754.
1969 SEA KING boat.
Stick control with motor
and trailer. New trolling
motor, new battery, 3




fishing boat, and trailer.
12 horse Elgin motor
and mini-cota trolling
motor. $375. See at Imo




organs. Rent to -pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across





Avoid Cost1y Meow Ropers
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
IS... *wool mug opoorod over 21
yews. Do dot .ipo mom, ooli job
Noisbol.





FOR SALE - An original
log cabin: Over 140
years old, in excellent
condition. Call 474-2384.
BELL & HOWARD movie
camera, Model One-
nine, Projector model
253 AX and screen.
Excellent condition. Call
753-3109.
LUMP OR EGG coal
delivered. Call or write




made any size for an-.
tique beds a- campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.











series with stand, $19.00





with 8 track tape
recorder, am-fm stereo,
turntable and very large
speakers, $25.00 per
month WAC, for in-
formation call 753-0596.
REPOSSF-SSED console
TV., G.E. 25" color.
$25.00 per month WAC.
for information call 753-
0595.
WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE party to take up
payments on 25" color




10:00 AM Rein or Shine
Location: 41/2 miles Northeast of Puryeor, Ten-
nessee. From Puryear turn East on Highway 140, go
3 miles to Coffins Grocery, turn left end go 1/2
miles just post Betholiont Church of Christ.
Description: 68 ACRES. This fertile Farm lays
level to gently rolling, has approx. 52 acres
cropland, presently in a high state of cultivation.
It has several hundred feet of road frontage on a
good county blacktop road. If you are looking for
a good fertile farm to add to what you already
have or a farm just to get you started, this farm
certainly deserves your inspection any day prior
to the day of sale.
Terms: 20% down on day of sale. Balance on
delivery of deed within 90 days.
Owners:. Mr. and Mrs. David Miller.
e. o Shelton
Real Estate & Auction Co
247-1385
730 Paris Road Mayfield, Kentucky -CB
omti 247 130 ••,0•14., ' • ••000 .1“.1•4: I
•••••
OWNERS TRANSFERRED
And anxious to sell this delightful all-brict
beauty featuring 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, family
room with fireplace, formal dining room, elec-
tric heat pump and, wooden deck. Home is prac-





27 Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut • paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.
12 x 65 3 bedroom, 1 L.
baths. $500 and take
over payments. Call 753-
0278.
12 x 60 2 bedroom mobile
home on acre lot. Near
East Elementary.
Excellent condition.
$8500. Call 753-0827 or
436-2130.





see to appreciate. Call
753-9785.
1971 HOMETTE trailer,
12 x 51,2 bedroom, bath,
washer and dryer. Air
conditioning. Call 753-
6811 after 6 p.m
1973 64 x 12 DOLPHIN




gas. Call 753-7360 or 753-
• 6832 after 5. r
1973 12 x 65 Vindale with
large expando, super
conclitiOn. See at Riviera
Courts or call 753-3280,
before 5, or 436-5524 •
after 6.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
NICE SMALL mobile
home. One or 2 adults.
Large yard, small court.
Call 753-8216 after 5.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for




sisting of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or 753-0614 nights.
31 Want To Rent
TWO OR THREE
bedroom house or house
trailer. In or riar town.
Call 753;0867.
WANTED - DUPLEX or
apartment, or care for





after 5 p.m. ask for
Mark Welch.
WANT TO RENT a








M X 3IE" 3IE 30t1:30-











ONE ROOM efficiency '
apartment, 1602 Olive








Dachshund, 7 weeks old,
male, $65. Call 753-8706.
AKC REGISTERED
Boxer pups. Fawn color.
Call 522-8553, Cadiz, Ky.
40 Produce
CORN FOR SALE, 1 mile
West of the Penny Store.
75 cents a dozen.
41. Public Sales
TWO PARTY Yard Sale,
Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday. 8-3 p.m. Ut-
terback Road, turn left
on 641 North next to
Seven Seas. Next to last
house on road.
641 AUCTION HOUSE,
Friday August 5th. 6:30
p.m. Round oak table,
icebox, 2 sets of oak
spindle back chairs, old
radio and record player,
washstand, high back








and Saturday. Call 1-247-
0166 for pickup. Yard
sales welcome. Highway
45 South, Mayfield, Ky.
GARAGE SALE - We're
moving. Furniture,
clothes, small ap-









Saturday at Green house
next to 206 College
Courts.
MOVING SALE - ap-
pliances, furniture,
clothing, odds and ends.
7L2 miles North of
Murray. North 641.








Saturda) „August 6, 8-4.





August 5 9 00 a.m. PI
miles West td Stella on
121. Brick house on hill
in front of and fill sign.
Curtai:H, dishes,
clothing. ,clds and ends.
CARPORT SALE -
Saturday, August 6. 7-4.
1607 Locust Baby items,
toys, furniture, adult
and chikirens clothing.





Story, South on 641, left




Saturday, August 6, 10





August 6 from 8-3. Next
door Thweatts Service
Station. Seven miles
North of Murray on 641.
Baby, children, ladies

















1977, 9 A. m. to ???-
Behind East Elemen-







•0, mow and tow
N We haC7e- the rugged lawntractors that do your mow-
ing and other yard jobs
with ease.
ea*
IA MURRAY FORD TRACTOR
• 753-9482 520 South 4th
Ford Country...Better ideas right in












NEI% LISTING - Three
bedroom, 112 bath brick
house at 1517 Glendale.
This. home is extremely
economical to cool and
heat and you would be
quite surprised at the
loss utility bills. Owners
moving out of state and
home will be available
for immediate oc-
cupancy. Priced to sell




HOUSE AND 4'z acres
only 5 minutes from city
limits. House recently
been redecorated inside





location. Priced to sell




WE HAVE _listed some
choice water front
property. The water
front lots are on the
main body of the lake.
Each has good access
Lots are restricted to
homes only. Each are
reasonably priced:
Also, nine acres at
Cypress Creek. This
trait has a large amount
of frontage on the lake.
This has many good
buildwg sites. John C.
Neubauei, Realtor, 505
Maui St., Murray. 753-
7531 or 753-0101 .or call
Pal" Rodgers 753-7116
PLAL:TORS
South 12th at SYclinsortt
TELEPHONE 753-1061
100' x xgr LOTS - Two
adjoining level lots on
US-641 • South, near
Gleen Plains Road.




HI-LEVEL BRICK with 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, large




trees and lovely land-
scaped lawn. We also
have a neat white
stucco.. .10 minutes from




the teens. For further
information on these
homes, call Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492.
EARLY VICTORIAN 5
bedroom home on Main
Street. Built in 1917 and
known as the Bradley







love to show this home to
you. Give"us a call at
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We provide the
full range of real estate
services.
eKOPPERUDREALTY'',
"Your Key To Happy _
House Hunting"
111 Main 753-1222
48 ACRES ON Highway
1836, approximately 35
acres tendable. Call 489-
2131. '
LOVE TREES? Then you
will love this beautiful 4
bedroom home with 3½





garage, 4 miles from
city limits on blacktop.
Has carpet, kitchen with
built-ins. What more is
there? Shown by ap-
pointment only. $65,000.
Guy Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.
BEAUTIFUL WOODED
LOT for sale on Hickory
Drive. One of a few
remaining wooded lots
within the city limits of
Murray. Price reduced
to $5,900. Call KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-









is for the person that is
looking to the future.





miles from Murray in
Providence Community







1 acre. Large garage
with workshop. Only
$24,900. Call or come by
105 N. 12th Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 753-8080.
TWO WATERFRONT








202 Keefe 4514 Street
Ph... 753-2203
45. Farms For Sale
FOR
SALE
115 Acres of good bottom land,
located 341 miles South of Th
City. Ky. on Highway 97.
This property is the farm of
the late Mary E. Murdock. for
more information see or call
Billy C. Poyner, 103
Drive, Mayfield, Kentucky,
2174064. Executor of Mary E.
Murdock's Estate.
46. Homes For Sale
ROOMY THREE
bedroom house. Two







house in country on 3
' acres. 6's miles S. E. Of
Murray. Good potential,
must sell. Best offer
over, $6,500. Call 436-
2173.














Boots 8 Shoes For Every
Activity Under The Sun!
Come See Our New Store!
Factory Surplus - Name brand merchandise.
Paris, Tennessee, 204 N. Brewer Street. Drapes
and rods, sheers, bedspreads, all sizes, blankets,




Saturday, August 6th, 10 a. m. rain or
shine at the late Les Todd home place.
Five miles east of Murray, Ky. Leave highway
94 at Lees Grocery on Les Todd Road. First
house.
Will sell house of nice furniture, living room
suite, odd chairs and rockers, lamps, coffee and
end tables, linens, drapes, 2 nice antique poster
bedroom suites, dining room furniture, electric
stove, nice refrigerator, upright home freezer,
antique oak dressser, other pieces collected over
a long period of time. Lots of dishes and cooking
utensils. The usual amount of grab boxes and
goodies. For information call
Otto Chester or
Dan Miller Auction Service
ilt 4171 Of 4IS 4144 lye. Grove II,
4b imes Fry sre 
EXTRA NICE new 4
bedroom house con-
Wenient to school. This 2
story house is just right
for a large family.
Priced to sell. Call 753-
3903. •
A FRAME HOUSE, 4
rooms downstairs and 2
upstairs with large lot.
215 South 11th. Call 753-
0833.
BY OWNER - im-
mediate possession, nice
3 bedroom brick, on
shaded corner lot. Near
University and schools,
large living room, den
with Franklin fireplace,
kitchen and dining area
with stove and dish-




nice patio and grill,
garden. A quality home,
priced to sell, $32,900.
Call 753-7477 after 5 p.m.
OLDER FRAME house
with 5 acres. Also 5 acre
lot: Call 492-8178.
TWO STORY house in
Hazel, 9 rooms, bath and
large garage on corner






Shores, 3 bedroom, 1'1





fireplace. Lots of closets
and storage. 3 car
garage, finished and pan-
neled with full bath and
pull down stairway in
garage. Has large lot with
separate deed. Will sell
with or without extra lot.
House is 7 years old.
S41,500.00 for house and
lot Of $44,500.00 with
the extra lot. Phone 753-
7940 Of 436-2181
4t) )!Ir
PRICE REDUCED - 9
year old, 2 story, 3,080
plus square feet, 17





baths, carpet, 2 out-
buildings, fenced
pasture and hog pen. See
to appreciate. 7 miles
south on Hwy. 121.
Phone 436-2118.
BY OWNER, 3 or 4
bedroom, 2 baths,
garage, large laundry
room, wall to wall
carpeting, central heat





bike, like new with




Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
1973 HONDA CB 500-4
4,000 miles. Call 753-
6000. Must sell this





sissy bar. Call 7674104
after 4 p.m.
1973 350 HONDA with
helmet. Excellent
condition. Call 492-8644.
1975 HONDA CL-360. leai
than 1,000 miles. Brand
new bike. $750. Call 753-
48. Automotive Service
FOUR GUMBO muddersy
mounted on 4 white
spoke wheels. 10-14
$200. Shakespeare GBey,
2500 CB 23 charmer,.
antenna and PA system,
$85. Monroe air shocks.
150 lb. $35. Call 753-0207:
402South8thSt.
This 5 room frame has 3 bedrooms, dining room,
5 closets and a full basement. Located on a large
city lot. There is a garage apartment and a large
block building. Priced in middle 20's.
Tear business is ohms eanynecirtod 1011111TS
1001 NOWT 1514124 PAT 1116110116 4364114 MA MI 1534011
RAT 1010111 430in ANA 191111/111 151-2411 UlA 119 753-41116
P413'!FIN 1534310 SAM OW 7534911
412 See* 1 201 *wet /base 733.1031
Auction Sale
Saturday, Aug. 13, 1 p.m.
Rain or Shine
Location 171/2 miles Southeast of Mayfield, 13
miles Southwest of Murray 31/2 miles Southeast of
Tri City. On Swan Road. Near Beech Rood Cum-
berland Presbyterian Church. 2.2 miles south of
Highway 94 lust off Watson Rood Watch for Auc-
tion Arrow on Highway 94 mid Hwy. 97.
64 acre farm. This farm lays level to gently
rolling and presently has 45 acres in cultivation..
Bases include: 4.71 acres Fire Cured, 7 acres
Feed Grain, 2.1 acre wheat.
Improvements consist of a fiiie room' fame
home, which has wall to wall carpet, paneled
walls, oil heatJarge utility room, built-in porch
and a one car garage. There is a new 40 foot by 75
foot metal drive through building, arid a 40 foot x
60 foot metal Pole Barn, good tobacco barn, tool
shed, two 3500 bushel grain bins with dryer, and
other outbuildings. This is a farm with high
producing land and good improvements, and
deserves your inspection.
We will be happy to show property or assist
with financial arrangements any day prior to
sale date.
Terms: 20% down day of Sale. Bal. on delivery of
deed within 90 days.



















re. cam- . -r_- • ,,
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1917 RABBIT, 4 speed, 2
door, excellent con-
dition. Call after 6 p. m.
753-0745.
1971 VEGA Hatchback in
good condition. Can be





or 753-9828 after 5:30
p.m.
1973 DODGE, 4 wheel
drive, 344 ton truck. Call
753-5532.
1968 BUICK Electra, fully
:equipped, loaded. Open
Road camper and a boat
trailer. Call 753-5334.
1972 DATSUN 2 door, 4







Power and air. $1395.
Call 489-2595.
1968 FORD 3/4 ton pickup
with cap. 1972 Ford I2
ton pickup. Both fully
equipped. Best offer on
each. Must sell. Call 759-
1054 or 753-7450.
1971 CORVETTE con-
vertible, 4 speed, air,
AM-FM, custom front
end and paint. Call 753-
7670.
9 used Ca. ,
1172 YAMAHA 00, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double
oven gas range, $120.
Call 753-5206.
1968 ONE OWNER, 442
Oldsmobile. Ideal for
young man or work car.
Has not been hot rodded,
good condition. Call 492-
8697 after 5 p.m.
1960 FORD pick-up, 6 cyl.
straight shift $275.00-
1968 Chevy pick-up, 6
cyl. straight shift, good









Super clean. Joy to
drive. $4750 firm. Call
753-6202 after 4.
1971 LTD, power steering
and brakes, air, tape
deck, good tires, fair
condition. $650. Call 753-




1974 MACH 1, power, air,
wheels. Extra nice.
Must sell. Call 753-9988.
1968 INTERNATIONAL,
panel truck, V-8, 4
speed, 31/4 ton, runs good.
Call 753-3944.
QUICK POSSESSION
Owners moving out of state and have just listed
this efficient and economic 3 bedroom home.
Central gas heat, central electric air, and a step-
Asaving floor plan insure a comfortable and
money-saving home-buying opportunity for you.
Priced under $30,000 and owners want offer!
eKOPPERUDREALTY In
Ph. 753-1222 711 Main
AUCTION
Saturday, August 6 at 10 a.m. at the Mrs. Leckie
Cathcart home in Kozel, Ky. on North Main ocross
Irons Philips 66 Service Station.
Mrs. Cathcart has bought a smaller home and
is selling a 65-year collection of antiques and
collectibles consisting of: Oak washstand and
chifferobe, treadle sewing machine, tin-door pie
safe, child's cedar chest, Rayo and kerosene
lamps, library tables, milk pitcher, old sword,
coffee mill, lap robe, GObfus, pattern and
depression glass (sherberts, cookie and candy
dishes, tumbler, bowls), bottles, fancy lattice
woodwork, potato baker, dinner and wash ket-
tles, oak lamp tables, oak water keg (1 gal.),
stone jars and crocks, iron bed, rugs, ice chest,
fruit jars, many flower pots and potted plants,
quilt frames, lawn chairs, garden pushplow,
milk can, floor lamps, nearly new 20" lawn
mower, 2 gas cans, odd dishes, pots, pans, and
miscellaneous items.
Eats and drinks available. Not responsible for
accidents.
Since the death of our Uncle Douglas
Shoemaker, we have gone into the auction
business together to give you the same honest
and courteous service that Uncle Doug has given
for some forty years.
For your auction needs call
lob W. (Frosty) Miller at 492-11594
or
Terry Shoemaker at 436-5327, Auctioneers




air, AM-FM Stereo - 8










wide mudders. Roll bar.
$4600. 1969 Chevelle SS,
327 engine, $700. Call
436-2332.
1971 BUICK L,eSabre, 2
door. Can be seen at 1814
Sherry Lane.
1970 FORD pickup. Call
753-3368 after 5 p.m.,
make an offer.
1969 CHEVY MALIBU.
1966 Buick Skylark. Call
73-8424 after 4 p.m.
1968 FORD LTD
Brougham, automatic,
double power and air.
Real nice. Call 753-1874
after 4 p.m.
1971- MiCINTE CARLO,





Chevy Cheirelle, 4 door,
straight shift. Can be
seen at 401 South 5th,
McClures Garage. Call
753-0170.
1976 it TON Chevy
Silverado with air and
power, CB, paneled and
carpeted topper. Plus
lots of extras. $4750. Call
759-1208.
1968 TAN SUPER Beetle,
VW. Good mechanical
condition. $800. Call 753-
0753 after 6 p.m.
1949 1% TON Ford truck
for sale. Excellent
condition. Call 753-4590




and air. Factory mags,
new tires, blue with
black vinyl. Must sell.
$1000. Call 753-8631.
1977 DATSUN. Someone
reliable to take over




pickup. Call after 5, 753-
0838.
1968 VW, good condition.
Good gas mileage. $600.
Call 767-6159.
1973 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive truck. Call
753-0313.
1962 CHEVROLET, 409,




1975 VW with sun roof,
new tires, new valve job.





1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
Want Ad Sale
The Classified Ad section of the Murray Ledger and Times is
having a sale on classified ads all during the month of August
1977. The Sale is open to everyone for every section on the
classified page, small reader ads'or classified display ads as
long as they meet the following requirements:
rAds must run three consecutive days
y No changes will be made in copy
Y Paid days will run first
Nriebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration
All Standard Rates On Classified Display
And Classified Ads Will Remain In Effect
NUMBER OF DAYS PAID
3






49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 DODGE van, low
mileage. Call 1-527-8551.
1973 V.W. station wagon,
$850. 1966 Ford pickup,
with new paint job, $600.
1966 Mustang, $350. Call
753-8780.




5579. Also 1 girls 20"
bicycle.
1970 MONTE CARLO, no
air, $875. Call 753-9834
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512
between .5 and 7 p. m.
50 Campers
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
END OF SUMMER Sale.
All 1977 Starcraft and
Fan Campers, only a
few left in stock. Whites
Camper Sales, East 94
Highway. Four miles















roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack















ficient service. NO Job
too small. Call Ernest_
White, 753-0605.
L&M Blacktopping, seal





steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning ,the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July






or monthly. Call Ser-
vicemaster, 753-0259
today.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
latie. Phone 753-8669 or
51 Seroces Offered
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall




si_ INSULATION BLOWN ine....
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor




Company Inc. Air con-






DOZER WORK, all kinds.
Call Lyons Brothers,
Jimmie 759-1062 or 1,. W.
(Dub) 474-2264.,
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or











TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
L&M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
WILL HAUL LES% 444








Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor







Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call










. dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con-
struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.














floorod, reedy to es*. Or boy a U-Ssoid mud is,.. Complete sod
re* to assosoldo op to 14s60 sionedord, Ise oral prowl owy 
she
wooded. firop the rest then woo to Custom Bolt sod buy tho boot
for ins.4.1...mmCUS10ld BUILT PROTASU SUILDINGS 753-09114
51 Services ()tiered
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,




436-2712 after 6 p.m.
RENT RINSENVAC
Ni other "drit-yeorsok"
motisod chaos carpets as-
UNIT -
*pound portable power-
house does all the work
IFFICTIlfflY -
cleans, raises and vacuum
outdeep down dirt and




a fraction of the cost
YOU SAVE UP TO
105.00 PER ROOM
1
bat for or* $12.00 • day










MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE
AND GET SUPPLEMENTAL INCOME
This duplex has central gas heat, central electric
air and is superior quality throughout. One of the
finest duplexes in Murray in one of the best
locations for an appointment to see it.
OntiaD R TUCKER A FM SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople to Serve You
NIGHTS, WEiK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe t.kennon 436-5676




Tucker,r  C.R.B. .  753-1930




WILL SIT or stay with
elderly lady day or
night. Call 753-3739.
WILL DO bushogging and
level yards. Breaking

















Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359.
SI ek, Otter eC






WILL BABYSIT in my
hOme, days. Two years
and older. Call 753-4732.
54 Free Column
SIX WEEK old half
shepherd half collie
female puppies. Call 489-
2203.
54 F'ee CO,umn
FREE - Beautiful long
haired kittens of all sizes
and colors. Will make
lovely pets. Being cared
for by Humane Society
and must find good
homes for them soon.
Call 753-3994.
FREE SMALL female
cat, 8 weeks old, make
good pet. Call 753-0747.




113 S. 4th 753-2835
SECRETARY/BOOKKEEPER
One of the Purchase Areas most progressive ac-
counting firms is seeking a person with a high
degree of secretarial and bookkeeping skills.
Position reports directly to manager of operations.
Some college and practical experience helpful.
Downtown location, paid parking, employee
benefits program.
Please send resume, handwriting 'sample and
particulars to L McWherter, Office Manager.
Tom E. Shirley CPA, 509 Main Street, Murray,
Kentucky 42071
AMONG THE FINEST
Lake home in Little Oaks area. This extra nice 2
BR, 2 bath brick home on wooded lot is situated
among other homes of equal quality and beauty.
Lot is over 3/4 acre. Has all quality features such
as: lbermopane windows, central heat and air, 2
family rooms with fireplaces beautiful pegged
floors, built-in range, double garage, paved
drive, walk-out basement. Has extra nice
workshop with boat storage. This is a superior
listing. Priced in the 60's.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Plane 753-7724
Member of Multiple Ustinos
Guy Spann, 753-2507 Weiss Baer, 753-2409
Jock Persoll, 7534961 Prentice Wok 753-5725
REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, Aug. 6, 1977 at 10:30 a.m.
LOCATION: Gratey, Kentucky On Main Street, Just Off U.S. 68 On
North Side.
DESCRIPTION: 3 11-acts of land totaling 1 acre more or less, 3 bedroom home,
several outbuildings, one of which could be used for small business.
INSPECTION: Call for appointment to show prior to sale date.
TERMS: 20% Down sale day. Balance with delivery of deed, to be within 30 days.
Owner: John P. Morton, Jr.
Lynn Waller Realtor: Auction
Lynn Waller (Broker)
(5021) 924-539S
Announcements Day Of Sole, Take Precetnce Over Printed letertter •
‘. •
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Deaths and Funerals 
Mrs. Leila Horn Is
Dead At Age 77;
Rites Are Friday
Mrs. Leila Horn, mother of
Lloyd Horn of Murray, died
Wednesday morning at the
Volunteer Hospital, Martin,
Tn. She was 77 years of age
and the widow of Homer Horn
who died August 17, 1976.
The deceased was a resident
of Route One, Sharon, Tn.
Born January 13,1900, in Obion
County, Tn., she was the
daughter of the late Edward
Hill and Minnie Sigman Hill.
Mrs. Horn is survived by her
son, Lloyd Horn, and his wife,
Mildred, Calloway Avenue,
Murray; two sisters, Mrs. M.
L. McClanahan, Rives, Tn..
and Mrs. Almus Noel, Sharon,
Tn.; three grandchildren,
Kenneth Horn, Carol Crass,
and Gail Horn; three great
grandchildren.
She was a member of the
Alamo - Baptist Church near
Sharon, Tn., where funeral
services will be held Friday at
three p. m. with the Rev.
Charles Bailey, the Rev.
George Smith, and the Rev.
Andy King officiating. Burial
will follow in the church
cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Sharon Funeral Home,
Sharon, Tn.; until the funeral •
Jack Healy Rites
Being Held Today
Funeral services for Jack
Healy are being held today at
one p. m. at the chapel of the
Miller Funeral Home, Hazel,
with the Rev. James Garland
officiating. Interment will
follow in the Hazel Cemetery.
Mr. Healy, age 83, died
Monday at St. Petersburg,
Fla. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Gettie Healy,
sister-in-law, Mrs. Alta Bray,
two nephews, Fred, Jr., and







111 W. Ittit 7534033
fres Port* At leo; Deer
Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Jackson
The funeral for Mrs. J. L.
Lillie) Jackson is being held
today at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck-Cann
FuBeral Home, Benton, with
the Rev. L. E. Moore and the
Rev. James Hale officiating.
Pallbearers are nephews and
interment will follow in the
Unity Cemetery.
Mrs. Jackson, age 76, died
Tuesday at 6:45 a. m. at her
home on Hardin Route One.
She is ,survived by her
husband, son, Reed
Henderson, step son, James
Roy Jackson, sister, Mrs.
Hettie Henson, three





Mrs. Dollie Russell of New
Concord died Wednesday at
12:40 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 72 years of age and
was the wife of Dean Russell
who died April 23, 1964.
The Calloway woman was a
member of the New Concord
Church of Christ. Born July 31,
1905, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Fate Russell and Betty
Duncan Russell.
- Mrs. Russell is survived by
one daughter, Miss Vanda
Jean Russell, New Concord,
and numerous local .cousins.
One son died in infancy.
Services will be held Friday
at eleven a.m. at the grave-
site at the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church Cemetery with
Bro. Ed Davis, minister of the
New Concord Church of
Christ, officiating.
In charge of the
arrangements is the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call until
the hour of the services.
Temple Hill Lodge To
Hold Meeting Saturday
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276,
Free and Accepted Masons,
will meet Saturday, August 6,
7:00 p. m. Work will be in the
E. A. Degree.
All E. A. Masons are in-
vited, Ronnie Ross, Master of
the Lodge, said today.
Young Completes
Tour Of Duty In
The Dental Corps
Cpt. (Dr.) Burton R. Young,
'Murray, has recently received
his honorable discharge from
the United States Army after
completing his two years' tour
of duty with the Denta4 Corps
at Fort Sam Houston, San
Antonio, Texas.
While at Fort Sam Houston,
Cpt. Young served as the
General Dentistry Officer-in-
Charge of the Garrison Dental
•Isso
Cpt. Dr.) Young
Clinic Dental Therapist Team,
a new concept in dental
treatment in which specially
trained auxiliary personnel
are utilized to supplement the
dentist in providing the dental
care.
A graduate of Murray State
University and the Louisville
School of Dentistry, • Dr.
Young, along with his wife,
Cathy, and daughter, Amy,




The summer revival of the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
will be in progress August B-
14, with services at 7:45 each
evening.
The evangelist will be the
Rev. Bill Sullivan; presently
pastor of the First Baptist
Church in Benton, who is a
former pastor at Sugar Creek.
The public is invited to
attend the services, according
to the pastor, the Rev. Gerald
Owen.
A program of special music
is planned each evening ac-
cording to Clyde Willoughby,
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provided the following in-
formation to elderly groups
who wght to participate in the




number has been established
in Frankfort to provide in-
formation on the program and
to help with reservations. The
number is 1400-372-2970. The
State's 15 Area Agencies on
Aging, part of the Area
Development Districts, will
help local senior citizen
groups with arrangements,
including transportation.
A representative of the
.çi)ep club, or
anfta‘ion would 'tall the
toll-free 'Summer Stage'
number and, indicate which
drama the group wants to
attend. They will be provided
with the dates on which the
drama is available.
The group must consist of 10
or more persons, 60 years of
age or older. The Frankfort'
office will make the reser-
vations and confirm the date
with the representative.
The Department for Human
Resources will provide a
maximum of $50 tran-
sportation subsidy for groups
of 25 or more older persons
who use any of a variety of bus
Salem Baptists To
Hold Revival Meet
Revival services will begin
at the Salem Baptist Church,
Lynn Grove, on Sunday,
August 7, and continue
through Friday, August 12,
with the Rev. Steven Cobb as
the evangelist. Services will
be at two p. m. and 7:45 p. m.
each day throughout the week.
The Rev. Cobb, a native of
Kentucky, graduated from
Union University, Jackson,
Th., and has pastored First
Baptist Church, Greenfield,
Rev. Steven Cobb
Tn., Central Church, Martin,
In., Grace Baptist Church,
Evansville, Ind., and Concord
"Baptist Church, St. Louis, Mo.
He is presently interim pastor
of Clarks River Church at
Symsonia.
The singing for the week will
be under the direction of
Bobby Fain with Shirley
Lamb as organist and Denise
Howard as pianist. Special
music 'will be held during the
week. The nursery will also be
staffed for the services, ac-
cording to the pastor, the Rev.
-,Vjrgil Blankenship, who in-
vites the public to attend.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.in 357 0
down 0.1.
Below dam 302.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 357 0
down 0.1.
Below dam 302.8 up 0 I.
Sunset 8:02. Sunrise 6 04.
STOCK MARKET
services to get to the theaters.
This may include
organizationally-sponsored
mini-buses, school or church
buses, common carriers or
other charter services. The
Department for Human
Resources will pay up to $50
directly to the transportation
service upon receipt of an
invoice indicating the total
transportation cost.
On the night af the drama,
the group will be met ut the
theater entrance by a
Department for Human
Resources representative who
will distribute the tickets and
remain at the theater until the
elderly have left.
The State theaters agreeing
to participate in the program
are: "The Stephen Foster
Story," Bardstown; "The
Legend of Daniel Boone,"
Harrodsburg; "The Book of
Job," Pineville; "Wilderness
Road," Berea; Jenny Wiley
Summer Music Theater,
Prestonsburg; "The Little





want to commend our
State theaters for their
cooperation in participating in
this special summer
program," Governor Carroll
said. "They are making
tickets available at a reduced
price to the State so we can in
turn provide free admission to
our elderly Kentuckians."
The Department for Human
Resources will purchase the
blocks of tickets at a reduced
price of $2.50 per person.
Governor Carroll stressed
that the tickets are being
offered on a first-come, first-
served basis, and urged senior
citizen groups throughout the
State to call as soon as
possible for reservations.
Prices of stocks of local intere4 at
noon today furnished to the Ledier &
Times by I M Simon Co are a, fellow\
IrlolUS. Av.  - 35
Airco AP-. uncAm. Motors. . Ill, - ti•
Ashland Oil 32'. -+s
AT&T . . . . . 5.3. -ta
. Ford Motor . . . . . 4.31, "-.- il
Gen. Dynamics . . . . 50'. •.-
Gen. Motors 62 - 41
Gen. TIre . .... . . N,,• -rt.%
Goodrich , m1, uncGulf Oil  27'. -',4
Pennwalt. . . . . 34 uncQuaker o.ts C 211/2-
Republic Steel . 2Pi 4- i•i
Singer Mfg  MI,
Tappan  
Western Union is'-. , ki•
Zenith Radio . . 21's we
Prices of stock of Weal Inten.st at noonEDT. today. furnished to the Ledger &Times by First of Michigan. or p, of *Murray, are as follows.
Heubiein Inc. 723. - La
McDonalds Corp. W' , wicPonderosa Systems IN one" .Kimberly Clark . . 421. one
Union Carbide 
4- ; L2 -.1 . .W . R. Grace , . ZS,. one
Texaco . . . 2'-'''. *4General Elec. . St 4, - ha
GAF 04„, - .
Georg: cif ic 271. .4
11 -14
. - - a 4. Jai
Jim Walters . . . . If. At
Kirsch .... . 14'1 -t
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
Atersat 4, W17
=Purchase Area Hog Marketdales $ Buying Mationa
Receipts: Act. MI Eat. SOO Barrows
Gilts .75-1.00 higher Sows moistly .50
higher
US 1-2 M-1301be . $42.75-43.00 few 43-75
US 14 300440 lb. 1415042.75
US 34 240-3110 its 241.75-42.50
US 34 111•4101be 141.0041.75
Sows
US 1-227045011x. 135.0045.50
U944 300400 Ibis $34.50-35.50
US 1-351545011w 135.50-37.00
US 3430-6001W  M.50-34.50
Boars 34.0641.50
The Rev. Dossie Wheatley
will be the evangelist for the
revival services to be held at
the Goshen United
Methodist Church, located
on Highway 121 North at
Stella, starting Sunday,
August 7. Services will be
held at 7:30 each evening
through Friday, August 12.
The evangelist is a former
pastor at Goshen Church.
The public is invited to at-
tend, according to the chur-















ATTEND CAMP — A group of 12 fifth and sixth graders from Calloway County
arrived here Monday for a week of outdoor fun and instruction at Camp Currie on Ky.
Lake, one of the three conservation education camps operated by the Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources. The campers, who have all participated in The Depart-
ment's Conservation Education Program in the schools, will spend the week swim7_
min& boating, and fishing and will also receive instruction in boating safety, con-
servation and safe gun handling.
(Camp Photo)







• BLAZERS • JACKETS
• VESTS • PANTS
• SKIRTS • SHIRTS
All One Price—All to match
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